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Hospital readies for
new acute rehab unit
MCCH board also discusses potential
financial impact of Medicare changes

Jusr A SwINGIN'
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
George Fogg of Boston, Mass., and Edi Land of Berrien Center, Mich., enjoy a dance
Monday at Murray State University during the meeting of the 55th annual Kentucky Dance
Institute. People of all ages from across the United States and foreign countries attend the
sessions. Below, International folk dance instructor Sandy Starkman from Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, leads a group of dancers. She has been on the staff for 24 years. This is the seventh year for the KDI to be held in Murray. The event, in the Curris Center, is open to the
public to stop by and watch, or even participate.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Soon people recovering from
strokes and knee replacements
won't have to travel far from
home for their rehabilitation.
Right now these type of
patients — and those recovering
from other procedures — have
to go to at least to Paducah to
get the in-patient acute rehabilitation they need.
In about a month, MurrayCalloway County Hospital 's
new acute rehab unit will be
ready for a dozen patients at
time.
Some members of the
MCCH Board of
Trustees
toured the unit before their
meeting Wednesday. With four

private rooms and four semi-private rooms, the unit will provide
12 beds for patients who need to
therapy as part of their recovery.
The space that once was for
obstetrics/gynecology was converted into the rehab unit after
The Women's Pavilion opened
at the hospital. The new unit
includes office space for physical and speech therapists as well
as nursing staff.
A dining area, washer and
dryer, and mats and equipment
are part of the area so patients
can do their exercises as well as
get used to getting in and out of
chairs as well as do typical
households chores as part of
their recovery.
"I am so glad we'll have a
facility so our people can stay

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Lawmakers have agreed to take
part in a special legislative session in mid-August to consider a
package of incentives aimed at
luring a $3 billion coal gasification plant to Kentucky.
Peabody Energy is looking at
locations for the plant in Indiana,
Illinois and Kentucky.
"If the legislature creates
incentives to encourage development of alternative fuels during
the special session, we are prepared to recommend that our
equity group focus our project
review exclusively in Kentucky,"

said Peabody
Energy executive
Rick
Bowen.
Bowen was
among a group
of
Peabody
executives from
St. Louis who
met with Gov.
Fletcher
Ernie Fletcher
and legislative leaders in downtown Louisville on Wednesday.
Fletcher called the meeting
with Peabody "very productive."
The governor said Peabody
executives promised to recommend to their investors that they
look exclusively at Kentucky if
s.

Agriculture leaders plan for the future
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
How does the future look for
farmers and the farm economy
in Kentucky'?
Very bright and profitable
indeed if planning now underway
by
the
Kentucky
Agriculture Cabinet's Task
Force on the Future of
Agriculture has anything to do
with it.
And that's why representatives from dozens of agriculture
organizations. businesses and
the top agricultural leaders in
the state met in the Murray
Room at the Regional Special
Events Center at Murray State
University on Wednesday.
The group's purpose is to
chart a course for growth and
success for farms large and
small across the commonwealth.
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Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of
MSU's School of Agriculture
and chairman of the Kentucky
Agricultural Council who is
also serving as chairman of the
task force, said the main purpose of the meeting was to continue development of the
KAC's strategic plan that will
help guide the state's billion
dollar agriculture economy well
into the 21st century.
"As part of this strategic
planning process, we have harnessed the support and input of
47 different agriculture organizations and the top agricultural
leaders in the state," Brannon
said. "I have been truly amazed
at the great start that we have
toward development of a plan
that will become an on-going
document providing guiding
principles for agricultural
development in Kentucky1 for
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years to come."
The task force is charged
with developing a finalized
strategic plan by the end of the
year and three more meeting are
scheduled to take place across
the state through Dec. 31. Two
meetings have taken place previously.
The group narrowed the
scope of the plan during a second meeting in Somerset last
month, creating strategies, key
action plans and benchmarks to
address challenges and opportunities in agriculture in six specified areas: education, rural
communities, labor, alternative
fuels/energy, health care, and
agricultural production and
marketing. The topics were the
result of a survey of agricultural
organizations that were asked
to identify challenges and
opportunities for their respective industries, agriculture sectors and rural communities,
according to a news release
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Lawmakers agree to take part
in special session in August
Legislators to consider incentive
for coal gasification plant in Ky.

One of Ky. Agriculture Cabinet's
six task force meetings held here

here and not go to Paducah or
somewhere," board chairman
Jack Rose said. "I think our
community will appreciate this
too."
MCCH Vice President of
Nursing Services Lisa Ray told
the board members on the tour
that the staff's training to work
in the new unit will start Aug. 13
and the facility should be ready
for patients later in that month.
The state will come do its final
survey once at least two patients
are using the rehab unit, which
has to be by Oct. 1.
Other state officials will be at
the hospital next week to do
their final inspection, according
to MCCH Director of Plant
Operations Bud Byars.
In other construction news,
Byars told the board he'll have
more information on the guaran-

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of MSU's School of Agriculture and
chairman of the Kentucky Agricultural Council, standing, welcomes representative from 47 businesses and ag-related
agencies from across the state to Murray on Wednesday for
the KAC's Task Force on the Future of Agriculture.

lawmakers approve tax breaks
worth some $300 million.
Peabody is considering building the plant near one of its existing mines that has large coal
reserves. Feasibility studies are
under way to determine the preferred location.
Fletcher had wanted lawmakers to return to the Capitol next
Monday for a special legislative
session to approve the incentive
package and other matters.
House Speaker Jody Richards
and Senate President David
Williams said legislative leaders
have agreed come to Frankfort
on Monday only to adjourn. The
lawmakers will then ask Fletcher
to issue another call for a special
legislative session, possibly as
early as Aug. 13, to deal exclu-

II See Page 2A

student
accused of
threatening
rampage
SIU

By JIM SUHR
Associated Press Writer
EDWARDSVILLE, Ill.
(AP) — A college fraternity'
president and aspiring rapper who was accused of
threatening a "murderous
rampage" similar to April's
deadly shooting spree at
Virginia Tech pleaded innocent Wednesday.
A gun dealer had alerted
federal authorities about
Olutosin Oduwole, saying
he had seemed overly anxious to get an online shipment of semiautomatic
weapons, according to an
affidavit filed in court by a
police detective. The affidavit also said Oduwole
was seen walking around
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Calloway County Sheriff's Dopartment
• An extension ladder was reported stolen from a job site on From Front
A.B Lassiter Road at 7 35 a m. Tuesday A theft case was campus wearing a bullet-resistopened
ant vest in May.
• Tools were reported stolen from a construction site on Post
The
Southern
Illinois
Oak Road at 7 44 a.m Tuesday A theft case was opened.
University student was arrested
• A theft was reported at a Ky. 94 West location at 2,15 p.m. Friday after police said they
Tuesday Kentucky State Police is working the ease.
. found a handwritten note in his
• Possible tampering with state highway equipment was report- car demanding payment to a
ed at 10.22 p.m. A criminal mischief report was taken.
Pay Pal account, threatening that
• A car window was reported broken at an Oaktull Drive South "if this account doesn't reach
residence at 9 11 a.m Wednesday A criminal mischief case was $50,000 in the next 7 days then
opened
a murderous rampage similar to
• A vehicle was overturned on Hopkins Road at 1:44 p.m. the VT shooting will occur at
Wednesday EMS. Murray Fire Department, Calloway County another highly populated uniFire-Rescue and Kentucky State Police also responded to the versity. THIS IS NOT A
JOKE!"
injury accident.
In the note, the writer sugMurray Police Department
• Construction material was reported stolen from a Legacy gested the shooting would target a "prestigious" university,
Drive location at 1 38 p.m. Monday.
AP
• Someone came into the station at 2:05 p. m. Monday to report hut that word was crossed out. Several
semi-automatic
There was no direct giption of
cnrninal mischief
handguns, purchased by
• Britnei Shifter, 20. of Murray, was arrested for possession of the 13,5(X)-student Southern Southern
Illinois Universitymarijuana and second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia Illinois University in this city.
Edwardsville
student
about
20
miles
northeast
of
St.
after a traffic stop at Fourth and Spruce streets at 3:01 p.m.
Olutosin Oduwole, sit on a
Monday Also during the stop, Brett Preston, 20, of Murray, was Louis.
Oduwole, who turned 22 on desk Wednesday next to,
arrested on a warrant.
• Possible criminal mischief was reported at 6:05 p.m. Monday Wednesday. was charged a day from left, SlUE Police Chief
earlier with making a terrorist Regina Hays, Wood River
in the alley behind Pizza Pro.
• Mark Hargrove, 22, of Murray, was arrested for alcohol intox- threat. He was being held on a Deputy Chief of Police Otis
ication after a possible intoxicated subject was reported at Main total of $1.1 million bail. He Steward and ATF Agent Larry
also faced unrelated theft and
and 16th streets.
Washington. Oduwole, 22, is
fraud
charges that had kept him
• A bicycle was reported stolen from 1002 Poplar St. at 10:44
accustict
of threatening a
in jail since his arrest. Those
a.m Tuesday.
charges accuse him of selling a "murdertus rampage."
• Enc Ainscough. 45. of Murray. was arrested on a warrant
fully automatic M-16 assault fraud charges. said Oduwole is
charging him with being a fugitive from justice at 4:16 p.m.
rifle he never owned, then fail- a U.S. citizen and described him
Tuesday at 1609 Main St.
ing to ship the weapon to the as "pretty normal."
• A gas drive-oft was reported at Five Star BP station at 5:17 online buyer.
"I'm not a psychologist or
p m Tuesday
During a brief court appear• Juveniles were throwing rocks at construction trailers at 16th ance. attorney Patricia Dennis psychiatrist, but I understand
that in this environment —
and Main streets, but they were gone when an officer arrived.
entered a not guilty plea on his post-Sept. II — authorities
Murray State University Police Department
behalf. She declined to com- don't take any chances,"
• A caller from White College reported at 11:14 a.m Tuesday a ment on the charges.
Cernkovich said of the threat
grill missing A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less
Friends and a former attor- allegations. "Unfortunately, my
than $300
ney for Oduwole called the client now is in custody because
-- Information is obtained from reports, logs arrest a misunderstanding that
of that."
and citations from various agencies
might be related to the someWhile the university listed
times violent lyrics of his rap Oduwole's permanent address
songs.
as Maplewood. N.J., a woman
Regina Hays, the universi- identifying herself as his mother
ty's police chief, said the note works in the St. Louis-area, and
had rap lyrics scrawled on one a social networking Web site
construction projects.
From Front
Richards, [)-Bowling Green. side of a piece of typing paper Facebook page appearing to
sively with the Peabody incen- said he and other members of his and on pan of the opposite side, belong to Oduwole says he's
tives.
from St. Louis.
caucus did not want to deal with was the supposed threat.
Police said they found a
"I'm sure we can get some- the other -issues and would ask
A Facebook page for a Tosin
thing done it we lay politics the governor to limit the August loaded .25-caliber gun in Oduwole at Southern Illinois
Oduwole's campus apartment. University-Edwardsville said he
aside." Fletcher said
special session to only the incenAccording to a search warrant, worked at ()lad Adult Day
Fletcher onginalls asked the tives package.
police also seized a photograph Program in Pagedale. Mo. A
legislature to deal %oh vanety
"We think this is the emer- of Oduwole flashing gang signs,
woman reached at the business
of other issues, Itk.:144,11111g J meas- gency issue," Richards said.
a camcorder and U.S. and identified
herself as Oduwole's
could
ure that
prohibit public
Sonic House lawmakers have Nigerian passports. An investimother, hut would not give her
universities frtim providing accused Fletcher. who is seeking gator said Wednesday the passname. She said she believes the
health insurance benefits to re-election this tall, of thing the ports were in Oduwole's name.
arrest is tied to his lyrics, which
John Cemkovich, an attordomestic partners and a proposal other issues to help spur his camshe acknowledged were violent.
ney who until Wednesday repreauthorizing $427 ri million in paign
"He liked to write music, not
sented Oduwole on theft and
to hurt anybody." she said.
Steve Holman, 24. a
Southern Illinois University
senior and Oduwole's friend.
said Wednesday the matter was
on all EZtrak" Series zero turn mowers
"absolutely a misunderstanding." He declined to discuss it
further.
Oduwole. who is president
of the local chapter of the Iota
Phi Theta fraternity, attended
the Edwardsville school during
All models only available
the 20054* year, sat out a year
at your local John Deere Dealer
on academic probation, and was
taking summer courses this year
without having declared a
major. university spokesman
Greg Conroy said.
Word of Oduwole's arrest
trickled slowly Wednesday
across the Edwardsville campus. thinned by summer recess.
While standing in line to donate
blood,
20-year-old
Dana
Putnam shrugged off any concern. saying she's always felt at
Ettrak- 272S
ease at the school she insists has
a "small-town atmosphere."
"I don't expect anything to
ZS tai Ksw.sak. engine•54 inch Edge' Cutting System
'I Slip Boggs & Stratton sore•42-irich Edge'
happen
here," the nursing stu.t
)
, ir
• ,,wood • 1.•inch trogft-betk Soot
Cutting Systio•7 mph'roam sp**0
dent from Hillsboro said. "I still
feel pretty safe."

•Lawmakers ...

bursernents as possible. The new
regulations will limit reimburse.
teed maximum price and a list of menu to conditions documented
all the subcontractors on Oct. 10 when patients are admitted, not
for the main expansion project anything acquired or noticed
•
that is estimated at $40 million. after the fact.
"Our goal is to maximize
The board will likely meet no
later than Oct. 15 to review that reimbursement within the law,"
Chief Medical Officer Dr.
price.
In an earlier stage of the Richard Crouch said.
Ray said the additional docudesign-develop phase, the different hospital departments have mentation won't affect patients'
been reviewing the equipment admitting time.
"What they are really saying
plans and logistics for the
is, 'Change your processes and
expansion.
practices so that bedsore doesn't
In other business, the board:
—Heard more about new develop. ... If you make someMedicare regulations that will one sick, it's your problem:
likely effect the reimbursements we're not paying for it," board
the hospital receives. MCCH member Dave Garrison said.
—Approved
hiring
Vice President for Financial
Tenn.-based
Services Brad Bloemer intro- Nashville,
duced the concern at last Lattimore Black Morgan &Cain
month's board meeting, and it as the hospital's new auditors.
was
mentioned
again LBMC's bid of $58,000 bid is
for the audit and preparation of
Wednesday.
Bloerncr and Ray have said cost report, according to
the hospital's staff is working to Bloemer.
The board's audit committee
improve documentation so it can
collect more Medicare reim- reviewed the five bids. The
bursements once the new regu- companies — LBMC and
lations go into effect in October. Kerber. Eck and Braeckel
The way Medicare is with the two best bids were
revamping the way it pays for invited to make presentations to
in-patient services could mean a the audit committee.
KEB, which has offices in
$1.2 million reduction in reimMissouri
and
bursements, according
to Illinois.
Bloemer, who said last month Wisconsin, submitted a $48,500
that
Hospital bid, but Bloemer said the audit
Kentucky
Association took MCCH's in- committee was impressed with
patient admission data for the LBMC's consulting division and
past fiscal year to generate the other resources that will help
with special reimbursement
estimate.
But that impact isn't as bad projects.
Rose, the board chairman,
as what MCCH's peers may
experience. Bloemer said many said he was among the hospital
rural hospitals will see a 15 per- trustees and administrators who
cent reduction in Medicare were disappointed in BKD's
reimbursements while MCCH's service as auditors. He added
that he'll work with hospital
is estimated at 8 percent.
And MCCH officials are attorney Chip Adams to sec if
accepting that. They are work- there's a way to recover some of
ing to capture as many reim- the money BKD charged.

From Front

0% financing for 12 months'

Mow with the
greatest of ease.

KRISTIN TAYLORtedger & Times
MCCH Vice President for Nursing Services Lisa Ray, and
Director of Plant Operations Bud Byars. from left, talk to board
members Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
chairman Jack Rose and Mayor Tom Rushing

•Agriculture ...
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NOTICE
• The
Murray City
Council will meet at 6 30
p m. today at city hall. The
agenda includes MPD Major
Clayton Hendncks: Murray
Tourism
Commission's
request to transfer funds
from the escrow account for
the relocation of the old Post
Office, information regarding
cable theft. and the second
readings of two ordinances
to annex and zone 170
Utterback Road
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

Got news
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From Front

that gets looked at and
reviewed. What we're trying to
from KAC officials.
do as we go through this process
Keith Rogers, executive' is to not only have some big
director of the Governor's ideas, but let's pin it down to
Office of Agricultural Policy, have some strategies and desig;
said during an interview with nate who is responsible to see
the Murray Ledger & Times that each one of those action
Wednesday that the effort is the plans gets put into place."
result of a challenge issued preRogers said a public comviously by Gov. Ernie Fletcher ment period would be scheduled
to develop a plan of action this fall and fanners across the
encompassing all sectors of state would be encouraged 10
provide their ideas to finalize
agriculture.
"Kentucky agriculture has the plan.
"That will likely take place in
developed a couple of planning
processes over the years since September or October — after
the tobacco buy-out bill passed we have formed our draft plan
in 2004," Rogers said. "We've and the final plan is supposed to
really not had a major topic or be ready and be release afterissue that has unified agriculture ward," he said.
The effort is a continuatioa
that all of the different organizations and industry could come of strides toward reducing the
together and work on. So now state's dependence on tobacco
while revitalizing
that we're through that we're income
still making great strides in Kentucky's farm economy*.
Kentucky with our diversifica- Funds allocated include the
tion efforts and growing our investment of 50 percent of
Kentucky's Master Settlement
economy."
The state has recently broke Agreement into the Kentucky
Development
the $4 billion mark in agricul- Agricultural
Fund.
•
ture sales receipts.
The state has invested $244
-That took place in 2004 for
the first time in history and the million in county, regional and
leaders in agriculture kind of state projects designed to
teel that this is a good ti me to do increase farm income and create
new farm-based business entersomething.- Rogers added.
Michael Judge, executive prises. Diversification programs
director for marketing and pro- represent more than 2.972 projmotion tor the Kentucky ects that have been funded
Department of Agnculture, said through the fund since the
he views the effort as economic inception of the program ia
January 2001. according to a
development for agriculture.
"A couple of the things that KAC new release.
Those wanting to know more
we're going to key-in on this
time as that when this plan about the Kentucky Agriculture
comes to fruition we don't want Cabinet's Task Force on the
to see it parked on a shelf some- Future of Agriculture, are asked
go
online
at
where," Judge said. "We want it to
to he a living, active document www kentucky gov
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Whitfield to headline
local chamber dinner
•'

Table sponsorships,
tickets available for
Aug. 9 dinner at MSU
Special to the Ledger
U.S. Congressman
Ed
Whitfield will be the keynote
speaker for the 80th Annual
Chamber of Commerce Dinner
on Aug. 9 at 7 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom on the
Murray State campus.
Representative Whitfield
will address the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce
membership's
annual gathering for the first
time in his 13-year tenure representing
Kentucky's
1st
Congressional District.
Chamber officials believe
that Rep. Whitfield's appearance will add even more to
this traditionally great night of
community celebration.
"Rep. Whitfield has been a
staunch supporter and advocate of Murray, Calloway
County and Murray State
University throughout his
career
in
Washington,"
Chamber
Director
Tab
Brockman said in a release.
"His presence and message at
our annual dinner will be great
for our business community.
We're
fortunate
that
Congressman Whitfield can
make time to be with our
membership and community
for this night of business tribute and we're looking forward
to his message."
Whitfield was elected to
Congress in 1994 as the first
Republican
to
represent
Kentucky's
First
Congressional District since
the Civil War.
Born May 25, 1943.
Whitfield is a native of
Hopkinsville, where he attended Madisonville High School.
After graduating from high
school, he earned a bachelor's
degree and juris doctorate
from the
University of
Kentucky. He also studied at
American University's Wesley
Theological Seminary in
Washington. D.C.. where he
now serves on the Board of
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Ed Whitfield
Governors. Whitfield served
as a 1st Lieutenant in the
100th Division of the U.S.
Army Reserves.
Congressman
Whitfield
served in the Kentucky House
of Representatives from 197475 while practicing law in
Hopkinsville and operated a
successful oil distributorship
in the west Kentucky coal
fields. In 1979, he became
Counsel to the President of
Seaboard System Railroad in
Washington, D.C. Four years
later, he was named Vice
President of State Relations
for CSX Corporation and was
promoted to Vice President for
Federal Railroad Affairs in
1988.
Whitfield served as Legal
Counsel to the Chairman of
the
Interstate Commerce
Commission(ICC)from 199193, when he worked to reduce
regulation of the nation's
barge, railroad and trucking
industries.
Congressman Whitfield is
married with one daughter and
two grandchildren
Reservations for the 80th
Annual Chamber Dinner can
be made by contacting the
chamber at 753-5171. Tickets
are $25 per person and include
dinner.
Tables of 10 are available
for sponsorship for $250. A
silent auction to benefit
Commerce Center renovations
will run from 6 to 7 p.m.
before the dinner.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A MOBILE HOME: Crews from M.C. Ruggles House Moving Contractors of Benton moved a house down College Farm Road
this week on its way to a location in Marshall County. Workers on the roof made sure the structure cleared any wires. The
house was constructed at the Murray-Calloway County Area Technology Vocational Center adjacent to Murray High School.

Economy logs decent growth despite effects
of high energy prices, housing market slump
WASHINGTON (API — The
economy registered modest
growth in the early summer.
considering how consumers and
some businesses were buffeted
by both high gasoline prices and
the sour housing market.
That's the gist of a Federal
Reserve region-by-region survey, released Wednesday, which
also showed the economy clearly has emerged from a rut at the
beginning of the year and is now
growing, albeit slowly.
On the inflation front, consumer prices continued to
increase "at a moderate rate,"
the Fed report said. "Almost
every region said that oil and
gasoline prices were either rising, high or an issue," it noted.
Gas prices have climbed past $3
a gallon nationwide.

Push to come for troop withdrawals
WASHINGTON (API — A leading Democratic
House Iraq war critic said Wednesday he'll soon push
legislation that would order U.S. troop withdrawals to
begin in two months and predicted Republicans will
swing behind it this time.
A vote on Rep. John Murtha's proposal likely will
come in September, when Iraq commander Gen. David
Petraeus delivers a long-anticipated assessment on the
war and members of Congress weigh some $600 billion
in defense spending requested by President Bush.
Under his plan. Murtha,a close ally of House Speaker
Nancy PekAi. said that he envisions troop withdrawals
to start in November and take about a year to complete.
The House has passed similar proposals in the past.

including one that Bush vetoed. But Murtha said he
predicts this vote will be different because of mounting
voter frustration with the war and a lack of progress in
Iraq.
"This is big time," Murtha, D-Pa.. told reporters ot
the upcoming war debate in September."When you get
to September, this is history. This is when we're going
to have a real confrontation with the president trying to
work things out."
Bush has not given any indication he is open to ci
matic shift or a major redeployment of troops after
September. He instead has talked at length about the
need to remain engaged in Iraq to fight al-Qaida and has
repeatedly appealed to lawmakers for more patience.

Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement Award
Murray/Calloway County United Was

In 2001 the Board of Directors of the Murray-Calloway County United Way initiated
a lifetime achievement award named for Kathie Gentry, long-time director or
Need/me. Kathie Gentry was the first recipient of this award. The board invites your
nomination for this year's recipient. The winner will be announced at this year 5
United Way Kick-Off Banquet on August 28, 2007.
Guidelines/Criteria:
A The nomination must honor a person for a lifetime of humanitarian service ti)
others in our community.
B The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County.
C The nominee must exhibit the characteristics and attributes of Kathie (,(iiitn,
• Selfless
• Caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming way.
• Respectful of the humanity and dignity of all people.
• Serving others above and beyond the call of duty.
Nomination:
Please submit your nomination, neatly printed or typed with the following
information:
1) Your name
2)Your phone number
3) Nominee's name
41 Nominee's phone number
51 Basis of Nomination
6) Please be specific as possible
71 Please provide basis of nomination in narrative form in 500 words or less

Please send nomination to the following:
Kathie Gentry Award Committee
Murray-Calloway County United Way,607 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071
unitedwaymurray-ky.net

Deadline for nominations is August 13th.

Fed Chairman Ben Bemanke
told Congress last week that he
expects the economy to grow
gradually through the course of
this year and to strengthen a bit
next year. He said that inflation
remains the chief concern.
The biggest threat to the economy is if inflation doesn't
recede as Fed policymakers
anticipate, Bernanke explained,
when he delivered the Fed's
midyear economic assessment
to Capitol Hill.
Information from the Fed survey will figure into discussions
at the central bank's next meeting, Aug. 7. Economists predict
that the Fed at that time will
again vote to hold a key interest
rate at 5.25 percent, where it has
stood for more than a year.
Consumer spending — a

major shaper of overall econom- and is expected to clock in at a
ic activity — continued to grow pace of around 3.2 percent for
in the early summer. However, a the April-to-June period. The
number of Fed regions reported government will release the secthat high gas prices restrained ond quarter's results on Friday.
purchases. And,five of the Fed's Growth in the second quarter
12 regions said that retail sales will probably be powered by a
of housing-related items — such revival in business investment,
as furniture and home repair while consumer spending is
materials — were weak or expected to be somewhat subdeclining. Tourism reports, dued.
meanwhile, were mostly posi"Higher energy prices appear
tive.
to be dampening retail sales,"
In the first three months of this said T.J. Marta, fixed income
year, it was brisk consumer strategist at RBC Capital
spending — indeed — that pre- Markets. "With strong global
vented the economy from growth, the U.S. and global
stalling out. Even still, the econ- economy might not have to lean
omy grew by just 0.7 percent in so hard on the U.S. consumer.
the January-to-March period, and so the U.S. economy might
the worst in more than four be able to muscle through on
years.
strong business investments and
The economy has rebounded exports," he said.

THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
Would Like To Recognize And Thank The
3ollowing eusinesses And 9ndividuals 3or
Their Support As Hole Sponsors And
giveaway Sponsors During Our
2001 Max Hurt Memorial golf Tournament.
HULL SPONSQR
Allison Photography
Automated Direct Mail
BB&T
Big Apple Café
Boone Laundry & Cleaners
Briggs & Stratton Company
Campbell Auction and Real Estate
Churchill-Imes Funeral Home
Courtney Vision Center
Covenant Land Title Company
Dairy Queen
Dental Office of Burton Young
Dr. Charles Tucker
Dr. Michael U. Bobo
Ellis Popcorn
Eyecare Specialities
Froggy, WNBS, 1130 AM The Office
Furches Farms
Heritage Bank
Heritage Solutions
Hilliard Lyons
Howe & Melton, LIP
Imes-Miller Funeral Home
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Kenlake Foods
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance
Kopperud Realty
Kroger
Largo Bar & Grill
Law Offices of Jason G. Howell, PI.I.0
McConnell Insurance Agency
McNutt Insurance
Medical Arts Pharmacy
MSU Alumni Association
Murray Animal Hospital
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Murray Electric System
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
Pella t'orporation
Peoples Land Title Company
Pierce and Associates, PLLC
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PI, AN-IT Marketing
Printing Services & Supply
Progressive Radiation Oncology
Regions Bank
Richard W. Jones, Attorney
State Farm Insurance- Mark Lewis
Swift Roofing
Taylor Bus
Teamwork Marketing
The Insurance Center of Murray
The Murray Bank
The Murray Insurance Agency
The Murray Ledger & Times
TMB Financial
U.S. Bank
Vintage Rose Emporium
Western Kentucky Insurance
GIVEAWAY SPONSORS
BB&T
Briggs & Stratton Company
Calloway County Chiropractic
Campbell Auction and Real Estate
David Harrington-County Attorney
Dr. Michael I,. Bobo
Ellis Popcorn
Hawaiian Tropic
Heritage Bank
Heskett Chiropractic
Kenlake Foods
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Murray Independent School District
Racer Athletics
Regions Bank
The Murray Bank
US Bank
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As the political season prepares to heat up yet again next
week with the annual Fancy Farm Picnic, it seems you can
Always count on Jim Bunning to make you cock your head
and wonder what in the world he's thinking.
Last week, Sen. Bunning said he may not attend another
Fancy Farm Picnic because things are out of control lie complained about it lack of security. He said there's heckling and
harassing and that it's just no fun.
Specifically, he said he was pushed while trying to get to
the stage hack in 2004.
Granted, there's no call for physical violence but Fancy Farm is a crowded event.
Not only is it basically a family reunion for
all the Toon. and Carticos and Higdons and
Iveys of the northern Graves County community, but it draws those seeking political
office, those who follow politics, and those
who simply enjoy a good, slow-smoked barbecue sandwich.
There's just a lot of people there.
I've been to a handful of Fancy Farm
Picnics in my day. and especially of late. I
County
Lines & City haven't seen any problems with security.
(;raves County deputies are in front of the
Limits
stage and Shenfl John Davis' charges do a
By Eric Walker
fine job. And there are generally some KenLedger & Times tucky State Police troopers here and there
Editor
on the grounds. If memory serves. Bunning
has no problem getting access to KSP
Part of the fun of the first Saturday in August is the outlandish things that are seen and heard. I think the last time I
covered Fancy Vann was when then-gubernatorial candidate
Ben Chandler made his famous "Chile" speech and Sen.
Mitch McConnell brought out folks Isupposedly interns'
dressed to the teeth in uncomfortably hot Seven Dwarf costumes.
I won't even go into details about the guy dressed as
Cruella Devine.
There always seems to be talk of one campaign or party
bussing in supporters who take the political heckling to a
whole other level. That gets a hit much, hut then again it's
Kentucky politics. When is it ever too much?
Both gubernatorial candidates, incumbent Ernie Fletcher on
the Republican side and challenger Steve Beshear on the
Democrat's, have said they would urge their supporters to "be
,is if and respectful" of all of the candidates.
Let's see how far that_ goes
But Bunning's been around the block before and knows
what to expect
After all, all's lair in lose, war and politics especially that
first Saturday in August.
BINGO!. The gambling issue is the foundation for
Besheat's campaign Personally, I skint have a problem with
it. I don't go to the boat in Metropolis. I rarely play Power
hall
I hate poker on ESPN
Granted there are those who have a prohlern with it —
horn nicologically and mentally as all addiction -- but it's a
source of resenue that Kentucky needs to tap into. It seems
other states arc reaping the benefits Why not us?
I did get J chuckle when reading Gov. Fletcher's campaign
spokesman say they couldn't wan to highlight the issue of
gambling at Fancy Farm
Perhaps you can speak up real loud when talking about the
subject in 'inlet to get the attention of all those folks playing
pull-tab Bingo.
THE TOUGH CHOICES: At Fancy Farm, the tough
choices Aren't Democrat of Republican It's pork or mutton
So, which is it'
POLLING THE VOTERS: Ow poll regarding the General
Election wrapped up last Friday with Steve Beshear a strong
1411111C1

Beshear. the Democratic gubernatonal candidate, started
%tiling and held oft a rally by inc umbent Gov Ernie Fletcher
to garner 340 votes thl percent i of the Is41 votes cast on OW
Web site poll at www murray ledger coin
Fletcher. the Republican nominee. who is running with
Murray businessman Robbie Rudolph. had 219 sifts 134 per'
eflti Those who were not sure or didn't car made up only
5 percent of those voting. or 32 votes.
Of course this isn't scientific...Other polls across the state.
like Survey USA, show a closer race but lieshear still ahead
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IN OTHER WORDS

Loyalty that makes the public lose
The following is an editorial
from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth.
It does not necessarily reflect the
editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

lenging a grand jury's right to
return additional indictments in
the merit system investigation
that enveloped the Fletcher
administration in 2005.
When it became known that
Burdette had given money to a
Fletcher political campaign, he
withdrew from the case. The
Give Gov, Ernie Fletcher credit. conflict of interest was obvious.
Green, despite Attorney General
When he finds someone he can
Greg Stumbo's objection,
depend on, he knows to go to
remained and voted with the
him again when the situation
majority that the grand jury
demands.
Soon, cases involving five cur- could not issue indictments for
violations that occurred on or
rent and former members of
before
the date of the blanket
Fletcher's administration accused
pardon issued by Fletcher. That
of merit system violations will
4-2 decision, overturning the
be heard by the Executive
lower court, effectively ended the
Branch Ethics Commission. The
investigation.
newest member of that commisGreen said his contributions to
sion is Ronald Green, appointed
Fletcher won't have any bearing
July 13 by Fletcher.
on his decisions on the ethics
How convenient.
board. Considering his dependBack in the '90s, Green conable service to Fletcher in the
tributed $2,800 to Fletcher's con- past, we aren't comforted by that
gressional campaigns. Last year,
pledge.
Fletcher appointed Green and
With this brazen appointment
another of his financial supportof a political supporter, Fletcher
ers, Circuit Judge Jeffrey Burthumbed his nose at the notion
dette, to fill vacancies as special
that even the appearance of conflict of interest must not be toljustices on the state Supreme
erated within the justice system,
Court just as the court was
or government in general. In this
about to consider a suit chal-

situation, the case could be
made that more than an appearance of conflict of interest is at
play.
It may be poscible for Green
to set aside his allegiance to
Fletcher and render totally unbiased legal decisions as a member
of the ethics commission. But his
service on the panel will be
called into question if his votes
favor the governor's employees.
If that happens, it will be
unavoidable that the public's
confidence in the system will be
diminished. Just the appointment
of Green to the board has
already accomplished that much.
Fletcher is trying to get reelected. But moves like the
Green appointment are just
ammunition for his critics, not to
mention damaging to judicial
fairness. It makes us question his
political acumen.
The more sinister explanation
is that Fletcher and his advisers
are arrogant enough to believe
they can get away with just
about anything, no matter how
wrong it is.
Either way, the public loses.
—Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
•.••••••
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Don't welcome the enemy
After the horror of Sept
II. 2001. I would never
have beliesed anyone could
advocate deliberately ins iting terrorists to he transferred to the American
heartland. But stunningly.
that is essentially the plan
offered by some in the
U.S. Senate
Several days ago during
a Senate debate, Democrats
proposed mos ing detained
terrorists, who have sworn
to kill Americans. out of
the secure facility in Guantanamo Bay. Cuba. And
right into our country and keeping them here
I suspect most Kentuckians don't want terrorists
housed in their backyards
And while I know things
can he a lot different in
California. Massachusetts or
New York. I'm pretty sure
the people there are no
more eager to welcome
these new neighbors.
So I offered a different
proposal an amendment
expressing the s less of the
Senate that it is better for
the safety and security of
the American people if terrorists at Guantanamo Bay
are not moved into American communities.
To no one's surprise,
nearly esery Senator supported my amendment. It
passed 94 toI But it's
scary that liberal Democrats
suggested bringing them
here in the first place.
Some liberals are determined to close the Go.'ntanamo detention center
They act a• if it were a
modern-day Soviet gulag
But the reality doesn't

Guest Voice
By U S Sen.
Mitch
McConnell
R-Ky.

match their
hyperbole.
After an
inspection
last year. a
Belgian
police official said,
"At the
level of
detention
facilities, it
is a model
prison.
re
eraepeo
p
where

treated better than in Belgian prisons"
I've visited Guantanamo.
And based on what I saw.
that assessment seems accurate When I toured the
facility, the first detainee I
came across was working
out on a recumbent exercise
bike.
But if you don't believe
me, listen to some of the
complaints registered by the
terrorist detainees themselves. One detainee has
alleged that he and others
were given "cheap branded.
unscented 5o4p."
Concerns over scented
soap aside, the fundamental
question is. what should we
do with these dangerous
terrorist detainees? We
could send them back to he
detained in their own countries We could make some
changes to the Guantanamo
facility, or send them to a
different overseas detention
facility.
But the absolute last
thing we should do is will
ingly place enemy terrorists
captured on the battlefield

in any one of the 50 states
of the Union.
Some don't seem to realize that what matters is
making the American people
safer, not pleasing the Eastern media elites or some in
foreign capitals. I for one
sleep more soundly knowing
528 miles of ocean separate
these dangerous men from
the United States.
After all, the terrorists
housed in Guantanamo
include Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, the mastermind
behind the WI I attacks.
They include men who
were caught developing
plans and recruiting followers to poison our water
reservoirs, bomb our gas
stations, and cripple the

Brooklyn Bridge. We must
not give these terrorists free
tickets that bring them even
closer to their targets.
Some foolishly still hold
a pre-9/1 1 approach to
fighting terror, and they
want to treat terrorists like
ordinary criminals. We must
recognize the profound peril
these people pose to America and her citizens. They
have declared war on us,
and we must fight back.
The first step is not to
welcome the enemy into the.
neighborhood.
Sen. Mitch McConnell is
the Senate Republican
Leader and onls• the second
Kentuckian to lead his
party in the U.S. Senate.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
www house gov/whrffield

Washington. D C 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www.jim bunning0bunning senate goy
1-202-224-4343
U.S. Seri. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361 ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.0 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington 0)

State Rep. Melvin Henley(R-Murray)
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
p-mail rnetvir henleyalrc ky gov

Frankfort,

Ky. 40601

1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
LApielebve Offices. Capitol Annex

1400-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky 40601
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Obituaries
Talmadge L Fannin
alinadge E. Fannin, 83, Kenwood Drive, Murray, died
Wednesday, July 25, 2007, a 3:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of kurangements.

Mrs. Jacqueline (Jadde) Waterfield
The funeral for Mrs. Jacqueline (Jackie) Waterfield will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John
Dale will officiate. Singing will be by singers of Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be Bill Wilson, Jim
McCampbell, Charlie Robertson, Gene Lawrence,
Jackie Lawrence and J. R. Caswell, active, and
Ricky Owens and Vince Dawson, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Alzheimer's Association, 3703 Taylorsville Rd.,
Ste. 102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330.
Mrs. Waterfield, 83, Fairlane Drive, Murray,
Water,*Id
died Tuesday, July 24, 2007, at 5:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the retired co-owner of College Cleaners, Murray, and
was of Church of Christ faith.
Her husband, Walter Waterfield, preceded her in death. Born
March 29, 1924, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late A.L. McCullough and Ruth Kendall McCullough.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Betty Vaughn, and one
nephew, Lee Vaughn, both of Paris. Tenn.; several cousins.

Mrs. Christeen Siris
Mrs. Christeen SirIs, 86, Olive Hamlett Road, Benton, died
Wednesday, July 25, 2007, at 1:15 p.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith.
Preceding her in death were one son, Earl SirIs,
her parents, James Nathan Freeman and Mary
Victoria Baker Freeman, one sister, Modena
Carroll, and 12 brothers.
Survivors include her husband, George W.
Siris; one son. Kennith Leo SirIs, three daughters,
Mrs. Anna Gregory and husband, Robert, Mrs.
Barbara York and husband, Matthew, and Mrs.
Rhonda Powell and husband, Dennis, two sons,
Glenn Sins and Doug Sins, and one sister, Mrs.
Skis
Wadine Newton, all of Benton; 18 grandchildren;
36 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Saturday at II a.m. at the Marshall
County Memory Gardens, Benton. Rev. Don Wilson will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m.
Friday.

Mrs. Margaret Onora Edwards
Mrs. Margaret Elnora Edwards, 87, Catalina Road, Gilbertsville,
died Thursday. June 21. 2007, at 8:40 a.m. at Marshall County
Hospital. Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Kentucky Lake Mission
Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband,
Paul Ruby. her second husband, James Edwards,
one daughter, Paulette Skallerup, two sons, her
parents, Arthur Lee Hart and Edith Mae Gibbs
Hart one brother and three sisters.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlene
Ruby Eskridge, Calvert City, and Mrs. Mae Ruby
Darnall, Gilbertsville; two sons, Oather Lee Ruby,
Aurora. and Joseph Edwards, Norris City, Ill.; one
sister. Mrs. Elizabeth Schnell, Evansville, Ind.;
three brothers, Rev. Jessie Hart, Montgomery,
Edwards
Texas, Arthur Lee Hart Jr., Evansville, Ind., and
Franklin Hart, Whigham. Ga.; II grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren; seven great-great-grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; six
stepgreat-grandchildren; one stepgreat-great-grandchild.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Kentucky Lake
Mission Church. Danny Holt will officiate. Collier Funeral Home of
Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Paid Obituary
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Afghans negotiate with Taliban, South Korean
envoy scrambles to save 22 Christian volunteers
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
- A top South Korean official
headed to Afghanistan this
morning on a mission to secure
the release of 22 Christian volunteers held captive by Taliban
kidnappers after the militants
killed a hostage.
However, a local police chief
said that the negotiations with
the captors were difficult
because their demands were
unclear.
"One says, 'Let's exchange
them for my relative,' the others
say, 'Let's release the women,'
and yet another wants a deal for
said
money,"
Khwaja
Mohammad Sidiqi, a local
police chief in Qarabagh. -They
have got problems among themselves."
After conflicting reports
Wednesday from Western and
Afghan officials that possibly
eight of the other hostages had
been released, presidential
spokesman Chun Ho-sun said
the 22 South Koreans were still
believed held but were not suffering health problems.
On Wednesday, authorities
found the bullet-riddled body of
42-year-old Bae Hyung-kyu in
Qarabagh district of Ghazni
province, where the South
Koreans were abducted July 19.
Bae, a deputy pastor and a
founder
of
Saemmul
Presbyterian Church, was killed
on his birthday, church officials
said. .
Bae was found with 10 bullet
wounds in his head, chest and
stomach, said Abdul Rahman, a
police officer. Another police
official, who asked not to be
identified because of the sensitivity of the situation, said militants told him the hostage was
sick and couldn't walk, and was
therefore shot.
Bae previously had suffered
from lung disease and had
recovered but was still taking
medicine, a church official told
The Associated Press, asking
not to be identified due to the
sensitivity of the ongoing standoff.
His mother, 68-year-old Lee
Chang-suk, broke into tears as
she watched the televised government announcement of his
death.
"1 never thought it possible,"
she said from the southern
island of Jeju, according to
Yonhap news agency.
The kidnappers "will be held
accountable for taking the life of
a Korean citizen," Baek Jong-

AP
South Korean protesters shout a slogan during a rally demanding the safe return of Koreans
kidnapped in Afghanistan and the withdrawal of South Korean troops station there, in Seoul,
South Korea, this morning. South Korea expressed outrage after the Taliban killed a captive
Korean pastor warning that those involved would be held responsible and renewing a call on
the militant group to immediately release the remaining 22 hostages.
chun, South Korea's chief presidential secretary for security
affairs, said in a statement
before leaving for Afghanistan
to consult with top Afghan officials on how to secure the
release of the remaining captives.
Qari Yousef Ahmadi, a purported Taliban spokesman. said
all 22 hostages were fine but
claimed authorities were not
allowing South Korean officials
to negotiate directly with the
militants.
-Kabul officials asked us to
give them more time," Ahmadi
said, speaking by phone from an
undisclosed location. "The
Taliban are not asking for
money. We just want to
exchange our prisoners for
Korean hostages. When they
release the Taliban, we will
release the hostages."
Chun said South Korean
President Roh Moo-hyun had
spoken with his Afghan counterpart Hamid Karzai. but did not
disclose what was said.
Ghazni Police Chief Ali Shah
Ahmadzai said the Afghan
negotiators were speaking with
the Taliban over the phone, in a
hope of securing the hostages

WE NOW SELL
SKATEBOARDS!

release.
"We will not use force
against the militants to free the
hostages," he said. "The best
way in this case is dialogue."
Ahmadzai said he was hopeful about reaching -some sort of
deal for the release of six up to

141‘ STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since

1

violence in the capital. but were
going down as the Americans
gained control of the areas.
"We've started to see a slow
but gradual reduction in casualties and it continues in July." he
said at a joint news conference
with Iraqi military commander
Maj. Gen, Abboud Qanbar. "It's
an initial positive sign, but I
would argue we need a bit more
time to make an assessment
whether it's a true trend."
Iraqis in Baghdad swept up
delsns from bloodstained pavement, a day after two suicide
bombings killed at least 50
cheering, dancing. flag-waving
Iraqis celebrating the national
soccer team's semifinal victory
in the Asian Cup tournament.
The attacks bore the hallmarks of Sunni militants who
have fueled the violence tearing
at the fragile fabric of Iraq for
nearly four years.
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Better aim of mortars and
rockets hitting Baghdad appear
related to Iranian assistance
BAGHDAD (AP) - The U.S.
military has noted a "significant
improvement" in the aim of
attackers firing rockets and mortars into the heavily fortified
Green Zone in the past three
months that it has linked to training in Iran. a top commander
said Thursday.
Lt. Gen. Ray Odierno, the top
day-to-day U.S. commander in
Iraq. also expressed cautious
optimism over a decline in the
number of American troops
killed this month. At least 60
U.S. troops have died so far in
July after the death toll topped
1110 for .be previous three
months, according to an
Associated Press tally based on
military statements.
(kiierno said it appeared that
casualties had increased as fresh
(7.S, forces expanded operations
into militant strongholds as part
of the five-month-old security
operation aimed at clamping off
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Mrs. Evelyn Henna Tripp
The funeral for Mrs. Evelyn Ileene Tripp will be Saturday at I I
a.m, in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Res'.
Johnny Minick and Rev. Art Heinz will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Tripp, 80, Liberty Drive, Smyrna,Tenn., died Monday,,July
23. 2007, at her home.
A former resident of Murray, Ky., for 50 years, she was a member of River of Life Assembly of God, Smyrna. Her husband,
Windsor Tripp. preceded her in death. Born July 22, 1927, in
Chaffee. Mo., she was the daughter of the late Charles R. and Alma
Ray Hooker.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Sue Smith and
hand, Roger, Smyrna: two brothers, Eugene R. Hooker and wifc
Earline. Pekin. 111., and Lyndell L. Hooker and wife, Pat, DuQuoin
Ill

eight people" later this morning,
without giving an explanation
for his optimism.
Chun said both governments
were cooperating and that an
Afghan official had told South
Korea that Kabul intended to
negotiate with the Taliban.

Call us today for a

FREE home inspection
- NO OBLIGATION!
All inspectors licensed.
All technicians are trained and certified.

e 4" isW...d--Oritiird
tigrift/t4
"Ourfamily taking care (),f your _famih

All our work is 100% guaranteed.
1604 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray
(270) 753-6433• 1-800-2641433
www.servallpestcontrol.corn
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Brewers School Picnic planned
on Aug. 11 at Mike Miller Park

Land Between the Lakes
plans weekly programs
GOLDEN POND. Ky. — will include "Thmato-mania1.Land Between the Lakes has from I to 3 p.m. on Saturactivities planned for the com- day; -Hand Sewing" from I
to 4 p.m. Sunday.
ing week.
Events at The Nature StaThe Homeplace Living History Farm, Nature Station. and tion include -Breakfast with
Hillman Fcrry, Energy Lake the Hummingbirds" from 7 to
and Piney Campground are now 8:30 a.m. and "Under the suropen daily. The Golden Pond face" at 1:30 p.m. Saturday;
Planetarium, The Elk & Bison "Backyard Garden Tour" at 1:30
Prairie. Wranglers Campground, p.m. Sunday;"Creature Feature:
turkey Bay OHV Area and Red Wolf' at 2 p.m. Tuesday:
several small camping areas "Let's Get Snappy!" at 2 p.m.
Thursday.
are open year-round.
"Hummingbird Weekend"
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is $5 will be at the Nature Station
from Friday to Sunday. Aug.
per car.
The Golden Pond Planetar- 3-5. "Operation RubyThroat:
ium is open daily with admis- GLOBE Hummingbird Project
sion $3 for ages 13 and up. Training Workshop" will be
$2 for ages 5 to 12, and free from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
with family for ages 4 and and "Hummingbirds & Bar-Bunder. "Blown Away - The Q" from 6 to 8 p.m. on FriWild World of Weather- will day; "Hummingbird Festival"
be shown at 3 p.m. daily. "Ken- will be from 9 a.m. to 4:30
tucky Skies- will be shown at p.m. on Saturday and from 9
I p.m. daily. Far Out Space a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday. ReserPlaces at 10 A.M. Monday vations and full deposits are
through Friday and 4 p.m. Sat- required for these events by callurday and Sunday: Search for ing 1-270-924-2174.
Life in the Universe" at II
For more information call
toll free at I -800-LBL-7077.
a.m. and 2 p.m. daily.
Events at The Homeplace

Brewers School Picnic will be Saturday,
Aug. 11, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Mike Miller Park at Draffenville.
All former teachers, students and patrons
of Brewers School are urged to attend.
Each one should bring own picnic lunch
and lawn chairs or just come by and visit,
according to Barney Thweatt who may be
contacted at 1-270-354-6430.

Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastmoms, is scheduled to meet Saturfeeding
By Jo Bunseen
day at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Community
Church. Featured will be refreshments and
Editor
door prizes. Pregnant Moms, dads and older
children are welcome. For more information call Heather Duffy
at 436-5657.

Datebook

Special event at Paris Landing
Photo provided
Attending were Murray High School sweethearts, Tom and
Joe Anne Covington of Macclenny, Fla who married after
graduating from MHS in 1945

Hicks Cemetery meeting Saturday
The annual meeting of Hicks Cemetery will be Saturday
from 8 to 11 a.m. at the cemetery, located on Hicks Cemetery Road off Ky. 121 South. Donations are needed for the
maintenance of the cemetery. If unable to attend the meeting
Saturday, donations may be sent to Gary Farris, 498 Farris
Rd.. Murray, KY 42071 or Owen Garrison, 372 Scott Fits Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Ladies Sullivan-Parker
Cup scheduled at
Murray Country Club
the Ladies Sullivan-Parkei
('up Golf Tournament. sponsored by Oaks Country Club
and Murray Country Club. will
he at the Murray club on Saturday starting at 9 a.m. and Sunday at I pin Dinner for the
players will he Friday at 6
p.m
Both clubs shared the trophy six months of the past
year due to a tie. The tournament is in honor of current
members of both clubs Laura
Parker. of Oaks Country Club
and Jerlene Sullivan of Murray Country Club
Saturday each club will play
hest ball format and on Sunday will be malls idual match
play. A total ot Is points is
possible for the tournament.
Last year's results ended in a
tie with each club earning 7 5
points
Each team consist of 10 play
crs and two alternates All persons are welcome to come and
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watch the tournament
The pairings for Saturday
arc Velvet Milkman/Natalie
Docnng vs. Shern Heeke/Sondra Edwards, Debbie Iiixon/Sue
vs
Outland
Kaysin
Hutching/Rowena Sanders, Vc
Severns/Bobbie Lee vs. Debbie Dick/Debbie Ray, Linda
Burgess/Amy McDowell vs
Belinda Elliott/Patsy Neale. and
Jennifer Crouse/Patsy Green vs.
Thurmond/Melonie
Janice
Lowe.
On Sunday individual match
play includes Velvet Milkman
vs. Shem llecke. Natalie Doering vs Sondra Edwards. Debbie ilixon vs Kay sin Hutchmg. Sue Outland ss Rowena
Sanders, Vc Seserns s s. Debbie Dick, Bobby Lee vs. Debbie Ray, Linda Burgess vs.
Belinda Elliott. Amy McDowell vs. Patsy Neale, Jennifer
Crouse vs. Janice Thurmond.
and Patsy Green vs. Melonie
Lowe.
Two alternates for the Murray club are Cindy Cohoon
and Teresa Butts and two alternates for the Oaks dub arc
Laic:ulna Thornton and Della
Miller.

Season pool
passes
available
Season pool passes at the
Murray-Calloway County Central Park jka4 all now available at half price from the
original price.
For more information call
Mike Sykes. aquatics director,
at 762-0321
Regular hours of the pool
are I to 6 p m. on Sunday
and noon to 7 p.m Monday
through Saturday.

Riverfront Plantation
Condominiums

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Joyful Tones and Gospel Three. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 ore-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com.

Federal employees to meet Friday

Photo provided
Attending were Brad Farris. a 1936 Murray High School graduate, and his wife Millie, of Tulsa, Okla.

Over 200 attend the seventh
annual Murray High School
All Class Reunion recently
Os er 200 Murray High
School alumni recently enjoyed
festivities during the seventh
annual Murray Independent
School District All Class
reunion activities.
Held at Murray Middle
Ss hoot the event drew nunierous alumni from areas including Florida. Tennessee and
MIAS
Alumni attending included
Murray High School class members from the 1920s. 30s and
40, era. MHS members of
the 1957 class, who were celebrating their 50-year class
reunion, also attended.
Roy Weatherly, MISD alumni director and MHS graduate. said this yearly esent has
proved successful through the
years and provides a summer
meeting of Murray alums to
re-connect. The popularity of
the event seems to grow each

summer as more and more
Murray alums return to their
high school days to share their
memories of pride, tradition
and excellence that marks a 135year legacy of the school system."
'This event was started in
2000 and it seems each year
we reach new' people alums
who travel back for this. A
common camaraderie is evident among these folks as they
share a bond of our community and the educational roots
that define our school system,"
added Weatherly.
The director said plans are
already underway for the eighth
annual MHS all class reunion.
"We encourage everyone to
attend this event." he said.
"It•s a great way to come back
and relive that tiger tradition,
pride and excellence."

2'finouncemenl
Braeden Cade Scott
Mr. and Mrs Ste'. en Yates Scott ot Jackson Road, Alm°,
are the parents of a son. Bractien Cade Scott. horn on Friday.
July 20. 2007. at 7 57 a.m. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 8 pounds II ounces and measured 21
inches the mother is the former Serenity Kathenne Lee
Maternal grandparents are Carol Mart, Radio Road. Alm°.
and Stephen Lee, Ky. 121, Mayfield.
['menial grandparents are Gloria Cox, Speaker Trail, Mur
ras and Stephen R Scott. Pam Drive, Murray.
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'Movies in the Park' Friday

DCrioretek TN

931-232- 92 or toll free 877-660-5934
w w w.riverfront lantation.com

Fri
191
Sal

Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at II a.m. at Holmes Restaurant on Ky. 121
North. Murray. All active and retired federal employees are
urged to attend.

Ors the Utambip.rlancl River In HIsitcsrIc

(-tiatoM Built and Only 15 minutes from
Paris Landing 2500-3000 Sq. It. Homes
Redrooms, 2 Baths, Fireplace, Basement,
.arage. Screened
Deck, Water View
with I tit.' of Amenities

Eric Cantrell and his Band will present a concert of country music from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Saturday for "Summer-inthe-Park" in the amphitheater area of Pans Landing State Park,
This is a free family-oriented entertainment overlooking Kentucky Lake. Persons may bring your lawn chairs or blankets
for seating.
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The eighth annual "Movies in the Park" will be Friday with
the movie being -The Ponderosa The Lesser of Two Evils."
The festivities will begin around 7:30. This is sponsored by
Harvest Land Ministries International. In case of rain the movie
will be shown at the new Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D
South 12th St. For more information call the church at 75951117

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Legion Post meeting tonight
American Legion Post (73 will meet tonight at 7 pin the
new Legion Hall. located at 310 Bee Creek, just north of
Schwan's Ice Cream off of North Fourth St. The agenda will
focus on continued planning for the new Legion Hall. All
members and veterans are encouraged to attend. For more
information call Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939
or 753-8985.

Southwest Elementary plans event
Southwest Elementary School will have its "Back to School
Night" tonight at 6, according to Dennis Fisher. principal.
Kindergarten "Meet the Teacher" will be next Tuesday at 5:30
p.m.

Good Life plans Branson trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will sponsor a tnp to Branson. Mo., and the Ozark Mountains Oct. 23-26. For reservations or more information call Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or
e-mail bsykesthemurraybank.com.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight at
7 30 in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

Independence plans promotion
Independence United Methodist Church will have a rebate
night today from 4 to 9 p.m. at Backyard Burger. This is a
fundraiser for the youth. Customers are asked to give your
receipt to one of the youth who will be there.

C5rief Recovery Group scheduled
W'estside Baptist Church is offering a -Grief Recovery Group"
to meet each Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. for eight weeks
at the church Dorothy Terry Rogers, grief recovery specialist,
will lead the group This includes gnef from death, divorce,
financial. etc. To enroll call the church at 753-8240.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church For information call 753.4419 or I877-447-2004.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept I. in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is, please submit your information for free at www classmates corn
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof870hotmail corn for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend
_
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Men can cook! Check out their recipes
Last Friday my friends
Mike and Joann Faihst, my
wife Colleen, and I competed in Paducah at the
Carson
Center.
The competition was
"Men That
Cook" for
the Purchase Area
Tried & True Sexual
Assault
Recipes
Center
By Mr. Mom - fundraiser.
Mark Anderson The theme
was Hawaiian Luau so our booth had a
tiki bar look and our food
had a Hawaiian flavor. We
had to have an appetizer,
main course, and dessert.
For the appetizer we had
Coconut Macadamia Nut
Fried Shrimp with a pineapple/orange and Jalapeno
Salsa. The main course was
a Hawaiian Pulled Pork
sandwich and dessert was a
Hawaiian pie. Mike also
made a Hawaiian Quasadilla
with ham, pineapple and
cheese, with a pineapple
salsa.
We all had a lot of fun
cooking, building our booth
and eating. I hope next year
that more people from Murray get involved with this
great fundraiser. Mike and I
left the booth design to the
ladies, even though we had
to build it ourselves. They
did help eat and serve. I
hope you will enjoy these
recipes.
Coconut Macadamia nut
Fried Shrimp
— 2 lbs cooked shrimp
(with tails)
— 2 pkg. Coconut Shredded
— 1-2 lbs Macadamia nuts
(coarsely chopped)
— 2 large Eggs (beaten)
— 1 cup All Purpose
Flour
Wash shrimp in a strainer
and let drain. Roll shrimp in
flour and dip in egg wash
then roll in
coconut/Macadamia nut mixture. We found that putting
mixture on a plate a little at
a time help keep the mixturo
from getting clumpy. Set
your electric fryer on fish
setting or 375 degrees. It
can also be cooked on .!
wok, or in a fryer on the
s' Jove. Cook the shrimp until
golden on both sides. Do
not forget the salsa!
Pineapple/Orange,
Jalapeno Salsa
--I can of crushed

Adult and
Family
Education
in new
location
Calloway County Adult and
Family Education has moved
to a new location in the Murray Business Center, located
north of Holiday Inn Express
The address is 1900 North 12th
St.. Suite G.and the phone num.
her is still 759-5525.
Anica Smith, coordinator.
said. "We help folks brush up
on their basic skills so the
can pass the GED, ACE. Corn
pass, pre-employment tests.
help the kids in school, and
just to become better educal
ed. We also offer English as
a second language classes, and
parenting classes, tips and
tricks.-

pineapple Drained, save
juice)
— 1 jar of Orange Marmalade
— 1-2 small Jalapeno
seedless chopped
Place all ingredients in a
food processor and process
until smooth. We left the
seeds out for those people
that can't take the heat. If
mixture is too thick add
some of the pineapple juice.
Cool in frig until time to
serve.
Hawaiian Pulled Pork
Sandwich
—8-10 lbs Pork Butt
— 4-5 pkg. Hawaiian
Bread Rolls
— I small head of cabbage shredded
— Teriyaki Sauce
— 1 cup brown sugar
— I can of pineapple
rings (save the juice)
— Salt and pepper to
taste
Take the pork butt and
place in a crock pot and
cook all day ( 8 hours) or
until the bone pulls out of
the meat easily. Take the
meat out of the crock pot
and let cool. Pull the meat
apart for sandwiches. In a
small bowl mix Teriyaki
sauce, brown sugar and
pineapple juice. .Place meat
back into crock pot and pour
mixture over the meat. Take
the shredded cabbage and
place on top of the meat.
Place the pineapple rings on
top of the cabbage. Cook
until cabbage become limp.
Cut the rolls for sandwiches,
then put meat, topped with
cabbage.

Hawaiian Pie
— 1- 11 oz. can mandarin oranges drained
—1- 81/4 oz. can
crushed pineapple
— I -jar maraschino chernes halved
— 1 cup coarsely
chopped Macadamia nuts or
pecans
— 1-pkg. cream cheese
softened
— 1 can 14 oz. sweetened condensed milk
— 1 pkg. frozen whipped
topping
— 1 cup coconut shredded
— I prepared graham
cracker crust pie shell (extra
serving size)
Place pineapple, oranges,
cherries in a strainer and let
drain (reserve 2-3 tablespoon
of pineapple juice). Press
gently until all extra juice is
removed. Beat cream cheese
in an electric mixer on
medium until smooth. Add
pineapple juice and milk and
continue until smooth. Fold
in whipped topping, then
fold in the fruit and nuts.
Spoon into pie crust and top
with toasted coconut and
freeze. Before serving let
stand at room temperature
for 15-20 minutes.
As my daughter said,
-That's a keeper" and I will
add it's a good cause!
Remember if you need a
recipe or want us to try one
e-mail me at mrmommurray@bellsouth.net or write
Mr. MOM at Murray Ledger
Pates. Don't forget cook
with a child.
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a $500 gasoline gift card.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
Refreshments will be served.

SAVE
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blood. It can't be done without your help.
Become a member of an
exclusive group: The 5 percent of the eligible United States
population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
First time donors are highly
appreciated!
In addition to a free T-shirt,
each participant will be entered
in a region-wide drawing for
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By LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
On Friday between 1 to 6
p.m., a Red Cross Blood Drive
will be held at Office Depot,
662 North 12th St., Murray.
Please don't forget the blood
drive. Be a hero and set aside
an hour or so to make your
donation on Friday.
Remember one pint of blood
can provide life sustaining benefits for three people. Only
you can provide life-saving
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Red Cross Blood Drive
will be Friday at Hazel
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Photo provided
SPECIAL PROGRAM: Bro. Ryker Wilson and his wife. Jennifer, sang and spoke at the recent
meeting of New Beginnings Jail/Prison Ministry held at Westside Baptist Church. The next
meeting will be Aug. 4, with the Dills to present a concert. A potluck meal will begin at 6:15
p.m. with the concert to start at 7 p.m. For more information call 753-0156.

Rediling Sts

Register at the
St. Jude's Dream
Home For A
$10,000
Shopping Spree at
Fleming Furniture!
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Beshear takes in
$77,000 more,
Fletcher $6,000
for primary

SONGWRITERS' NIGHT ON STAGE
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times
Members of Murray's West Kentucky Chapter of the Nashville Songwriters Association International performed at the
recent Downtown After Dinner festivities in Paducah Pictured above, Justin Hatcher performs a blues tune for a receptive audience He was performing with his band The Sidewinders Pictured below, Kenya Walker, the chapter's professional songwnting advisor from Nashville, Tenn , performs during the show A crowd of about 700 lined the nverfront to
hear the songwriters play their original songs

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear took in an
additional $77,000 over the past
month for his primary election
campaign and Gov. Ernie
Fletcher another $6,000.
The money was collected even
though the election was held
more than two months ago.
The contributions raised
Fletcher's total for the May 22
primary to $3,453,927 and
Beshear's
to
$1,969,660,
according to records the candidates filed Wednesday with the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance. Fletcher spent an additional $24,210 on lingering primary election expenses, increasing total disbursements for his
primary race to $3,400,191.
Beshear, according to the
reports, spent an additional
$51.572, raising total spending
to $1,900,571.
Both Fletcher and Beshear
have kept their primary election
funds open. which allows them
to continue collecting money for
the primary election while at the
same time soliciting contributions for the general election
campaign.
Fletcher campaign spokesman
Jason Keller said the governor's
primary election fund is being
kept open only temporarily "in

the event any bills come in frorr
the primary."
The Fletcher campaign reported a primary account balance of
$53,735. Beshear reported
$75,378 on hand.
Under state law, Fletcher anc
Beshear could continue tc
accept contributions for both an
primary and general electior
campaigns. Keller said Fletchei
won't do that.
"We're not actively fundraisinginto that account," Kellei
said.
Fletcher said Wednesday during an appearance in Louisville
that "if anyone wants to contribute money that goes to tht
primary, they're more than welcome."
Beshear spokesman Ro
Kellar said the Democratic c
didate also will continue acc
ing contributions for the
mary. The accounts can
closed later and rolled over t,
the general election fund.
Candidates are required uncle's;
state law to file periodic cani
.
e.
paign finance reports, including ,
the latest one, which was cl!ig
:
two months after the primijt:
;......
election.
Neither Fletcher nor Bes13
. 0I
have yet been required to
fundraising reports for their g n
eral election campaigns. Thr
first of those reports will be (tut
Oct. 10.

Feds seek $1.4 million from
gate_senatim blainess partners
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The federal government sued a
Kentucky state senator and two
business partners for $1.4 million on Wednesday, alleging the
three men failed to pay back a
Small Business Administration
loan.
The U.S. Attorney's Office in
Louisville said State Sen.
Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, and
two business partners haven't
made a payment on the loan
since 2001. Neal, former
Kentucky State University
president Raymond M. Burse
and Walter P. Porter got the
loan in 1999 with plans of
opening a movie theater near

White House threatens veto of House farm
bill, Ag secretary says subsidies too generous
WASIIINGT(IN tAPi
Me
White House issued A veto threat
against a multibillion dollar
farm hill. complicating passage
of the legislation as House members SC Alllblett WetinC.41.., to
find S4 billion to pay for food
stamps and other nutrition programs
Agriculture Secretary Mike
Johann% said the House hill,
tu5h extends goserntnent agriculture and nutrition program..
doesn't do enough to reduce
subsidies to grtmers.
"We heliese the hill put forth
by the committee misses a inaior
opportianty." he told reporters
Meansshile. House Republk an
leader John Itisehner.
said Republicans would fight
provision that would tax overseas businesses in order to pay
for the nutotion programs
The chamber is elrected to
begin consideration of the fiveyear farm bill Thursday House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi. 1)-Catif
has backed the legislation but
faced criticism from groups who
say it doesn't go fat enough to
trim jr,,enurtent programs
The bill. approved unanimously by the House Agriculture
Committee last week. contains
modest attempts at reform It
groukl hen ftskial substdItcs to

farmers with incomes aseraging • the United States Doggett is on
more than SI million a year and the Ways and Means('omminee,
stop farmers from collekting which is charged with finding
pa!, mems for multiple farm busi- the nutrition ttione
before
nesses The Senate is due to debate begins Thursday
begin its consideration of the
"I find it unacceptable to raise
legislation in September.
uses to pay for d farm bill that
Pelosi called the hill a "critical
contains vurtualk no reform."
first step for reform
But Johanns said the million- Johann% said.
Bochner agreed
aires proposal would only affect
"You can't increase the secunabout 7010 farmers, noting that
the administration has suggested ty of Amencan farmers by
limiting subsidies for those with destroying millions of Ainencan
incomes of more than $200.000. lobs and endangering the ecoThat would affect .38.000 farm- nomic freedom and security of
ers, Johann. said.
millions of our working fami'There is a point at which peolies." Kirchner said in a •latC ple graduate from receiving govmcnt
subsidies."
ernment
cash
A spokeswoman for Virginia
Johann'. said
Rep
Bob Goodlatte. the top
House Agriculture Chairman
Republican
on the agriculture
Collin Peterson. D-Minn sw
panel. said he is "very conly cons-wed the administration
'Today.
Hush cerned. about the Doggett prothe
Administration tailed rural posal He has otherwise supportAmerica and all Americans," he ed the legislation
said -This farm hill ts supported
Republican officials said their
by a broad spectnim of agricul- members
even those from
ture. C011•CTNAllort nutrition and
rural states that would benefit
mos-waste energy advocates "
greatly' from the farm bill Johann% also critic:teed the proposal hi. Rep Lloyd Doggett. 13- were loath to support what they
Texas, to pay for $4 billion in viewed as a massive business tax
nutrition and food stamp pro- increase that could invite retaliation against
S. firms that
grams by lasing overseas hum
nesses that fuse subsidiaries in establish operations abroad

downtown Louisville.
The three men formed
Millennium
EntertainmeDt
Corporation, then personally
guaranteed the loan as part of*'
package to get the money.
group
opened
Broady/2'4:
Cinemas in May 1999 aid,
closed it about five years latsgi;
Millennium is now defunct.
U.S. Attorney David Hulit..
said the suit is one of many
office files to collect deb$1:
Neal's elected position had fA
bearing on whether to sti4
Huber said.
"He's just a name on a page;
Huber said. "We don't person
alize these things.-
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Brooks glad to be back for 2007
UK HEAD COACH
EXCITED ABOUT
CATS'POTENTIAL
By JOHN ZENOR
AP Sports Writer
HOOVER, Ala. (AP) — Rich
Brooks was all smiles at the podium, greeting reporters with two significant words: "I'm back."
Job security isn't much of an
issue these days for the Kentucky
coach, who won eight games last
season and nine in his first three
combined.
"The last two years my goal for
the upcoming season would be that
I was able to be here at this function
the next year," Brooks said. "Well,
we've finally got it on a little bit
more solid footing, and hopefully I
won't have answer too many questions about job security this year."

Actually, he didn't have to
answer any.
Kentucky returns its three
biggest offensive stars, quarterback
Andre' Woodson, tailback Rafael
Little and wide receiver Keenan
Burton, along with 14 other starters.
"Without a doubt, this is the best
football team that I've had going
into a season in Kentucky," Brooks
said.
The Wildcats haven't had consecutive winning seasons since
1983-84 under Jerry Claiborne,
which has some doubters picking
against an encore season.
Woodson, for one, has huge
ambitions for the season.
"We think we have a chance to
be an SEC contender and go to a
BCS game," he said.
SPURRIER TALKS TITLE:
Steve Spurrier is talking championships at Southeastern Conference
media days again.

It used to be an annual topic
when the South Carolina coach was
at Florida, but he had set more modest goals for the Gamecocks before
his first two seasons, such as winning records and a bowl victory.
They've achieved those ambitions now and Spurner at least
wants his players to feel like they
should be contenders in a tough
Eastern Division.
"We've raised our goals," he
said. "This year we're going to try
to win the conference. We felt like
we've really increased our talent
level at South Carolina. We've
added a lot of players that we feel
like we're pretty close to level with
Georgia, Florida and Tennessee."
Spurrier's players love hearing
that kind of talk from their coach.
"Coach Spurrier is a legendary
coach," linebacker Jasper Brinkley
said. "He knows what he's talking
about. And if he's saying it, I want

to do it."
The fit 62-year-old Loach also
indicated he has no plans to retire
anytime soon. He had his contract
extended through the 2012 season
in December.
"I've always figured on at least
five more years," Spurner said. "I
think I'm the last head coach that's
calling the plays. Is anybody else
still calling plays, or am I the only
dummy?
"I've always said if I can't call
the plays, it's time to get out of it.
That's sort of what I do."
HEISMAN HYPE: Arkansas
tailback Darren McFadden will be a
center of attention this season:
•See SEC,28
AP
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
speaks dunng the Southeastern
Conference football media days
on Wednesday in Hoover, Ala.

SOAP BOX DERBY CHAMPION

CHICAGO 7, ST. LOUIS 1

Lilly wins 7th
straight decision
CUBS TAKE DOWN CARDS;
CLOSE GAP IN NL CENTRAL
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TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Abby Morris poses with a trophy and a scholarship she received after placing third in the All--American Soap Box Derby
Championships, held last weekend in Akron, Ohio.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Adam
Juan Encarnacion had four
Wainwright was such a force singles and an RBI for the
over the first three innings, strik- Cardinals, who have lost the
ing out six of his first 10 batters, first two games of a seven-game
that Ted Lilly figured he would homestand against the two
have to be on his game.
teams they're chasing in the NL
Then the Chicago Cubs' Central. The defending World
offense kicked in.
Series champions, who have
Lilly won his seventh straight been bedeviled by injuries, are
decision in a romp as Cliff Floyd 45-52 and nine games out of
and Mike Fontenot both drove first place.
in two runs in a 7-1 victory over
Manager Tony La Russa
the St. Louis Cardinals on pointed out the Cardinals lost
Wednesday night.
their first two games after the
"It looked early
like All-Star break, yet finished their
Wainwright was going to be first trip 5-5.
really tough, so I felt there was
"We've been in this position,
going to be very little room for it seems like, most of the seaerror," Lilly said. "But our line- son," La Russa said. "We've just
up is tough. One of the things lost the first two games of the
about pitching in this division series. We'll play as hard as we
for me is I don't have to face the can and as good as we can."
Cubs."
Lilly (11-4) worked seven
Alfonso Soriano lacked only innings and gave up a run and
a home run for the cycle for the six hits with two strikeouts and
Cubs, who have won nine of 12 three walks. He topped his preand pulled within two games of vious career best of six straight
NL Central-leading Milwaukee, victones in 2003. He has been
which lost 7-3 at Cincinnati. dominant in July, going 5-0 with
Chicago's 31-15 record since a 1.83 ERA in five starts, and is
June 3 is the best in the major 7-0 with a 2.77 ERA in eight
leagues in that span.
starts dating to June 15.
"I saw they lost again,"
He added a run-scoring sinSoriano said of the Brewers,"so gle off Troy Percival. his fourth
it's a very important win for us." hit of the season, in the eighth.

All In The Family
LOCAL SOAP BOX RACER ADDS TO LEGACY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
Abby Morris says she isn't superstitious.
But the Benton native and soap box rally
racer couldn't help but wonder if luck was
on her side when she arrived at the AllAmerican Soap Box Derby World
Championships on July 21 and was given
the identification number "721."
At 12-years-old, Morris still has the better part of a decade before she is old enough

to darken the door of a casino, but she's
world-wise enough to know that there's
something special about the numbers 7 and
21 — especially when they happen to occur
together and in a double dosage.
Still, if lucky sevens weren't enough to
boost Morris to the front of the pack at the
World Championships, she had something
else to fall back on — winning at soap box
racing is in her blood.
While NASCAR has the Eamhardts and

Indycar Racing has the Andrettis, soap box
racing in western Kentucky has the Morris'.
When it was all said and done and Abby
walked away from the championships in
Akron, Ohio, as the third-best soap box
racer in the world, she became the second
member of her family to do so. Her older
sister, Emily, earned the same distinction at
the 2004 Championships.
Through whatever combination of luck,
\
•See MORRIS,28

AP

Cubs pitcher Ted Lilly throws in the second inning against the
St. Louis Cardinals on Wednesday at Busch Stadium. The
left-hander allowed just one run in seven innings of work.

NFL

Embattled NFL star's career, freedom hinge on good outcome
RICHMOND, Va )API Michael Vick was due in federal
court Thursday to start a legal
process that
jeopardizes
not only his
career, but
also his freedom.
The
Atlanta
Falcons
quarterback
was expected to appear

at a bond
htanng and enter a plea on dogfighting conspiracy charges.
Vick is accused with three others

FALCONS'QB BEGINS LEGAL PROCESS TODAY WITH BOND HEARING
of conspiracy involving competitive dogfighting, procuring and
training pit bulls for fighting,
and conducting the enterprise
across state lines. Federal prosecutors allege the operation —
known as Bad Newz Kennels —
operated on Vick's property in
rural Surry County.
The
grisly
allegations
detailed in an 18-page indictment sparked protests by animal
rights groups at the headquarter.
of the NFL and the Falcons, and
NFL Commissioner Roger
Goodell has barred Vick from

training camp while the league
investigates.
Falcons owner Arthur Blank
said the team wanted to suspend
Vick for four games. the maximum penalty a team can assess a
player, but the NFl. asked him to
wait. Instead. Blank has told his
embattled player to focus on his
legal problems, not football.
The Falcons opened their
first camp under coach Bobby
Petnno on Thursday
The case began April 25
when investigators conducting a
drug search at the home found

66 dogs, including 55 pit bulls,
and equipment typically used in
dogfighting. Items such as a
''rape stand" that holds aggressive dogs in place for mating
and a "breakstick" used to pry
open a dog's mouth in a fight
were seized.
Vick contended he knew
nothing about a dogfighting
operation at the home, where
one of his cousins lived. and
said he rarely visited. He has
since declined comment, citing
his attorney's advice.
Lawrence
Attorney

Woodward of Virginia Beach.
who has also represented Allen
Iverson and Vick's younger
brother, Marcus, has not
returned several phone messages.
Animal rights organiz.ations
have seized on the case as an
opportunity to raise awareness
of the largely underground and
always gruesome world of dogfighting, where two dogs are
trained to fight to the death —
sometimes for hours — until the
end.
Representatives of People for

the Ethical Treatment of
Animals and The Humane
Society of the United States
were expected to be among hundreds of protesters outside the
U.S. District Court. Streets near
the courthouse were closed
Wednesday night, and dozens of
television trucks were already in
place near the building by nightfall.
According to the indictment
filed July 17, dogs not killed in
the fighting pit were often shot.
hanged, drowned or, in one case,
slammed to the ground. The
document alleges that Vick was
consulted before one losing dog
was wet down and electrocuted.
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Nutt
talks
about
difficult
times
Photo provided
Abby Moms and her Murray Mold & Die car have garnered numerous awards dunng her stint
as a soap box rally racer.

•Morris
From Pogo 18
blood and,oh yeah, skill. Morris
now has a trophy about half her
size and a $1,500 college scholarship to boast for her efforts.
She raced down the hill a
total of four times in Akron.
driving her white Murray Mold
& Die car to the winner's circle
three times before finishing
third in the championship race.
Morris raced in Murray's
Soap Box Derby in the
Superstock division .in June and
finished third. For most racers.
the finish wouldn't have been
enough to get them to Akron and
the championships, but that's
because they don't rally.
In local soap box derbies.
only the first-place winners in
each division receive bids to the
championships. But there's
another world entirely to soap
box racing — the "rally."
Just as NASCAR drivers
accumulate points in the Neste!
Cup standings, soap box drivers
who rally drive at courses
around the country and accumulate points. Moms had earned
enough rally points to get her to
Akron and the championships.
regardless of what she did in her
local race.
For the Moms family, soap
box racing is not a once-a-year
diversion; it's a way of life.
After winning Murray's derby
and finishing third at Akron in
2004, Emily Morris began racing in rallies the next season.
Abby enjoyed the atmosphere of the races and the family road trips and decided to follow in her sister's footsteps.
This year, Morris raced in 21
rallies in four cities —
Cincinnati.
Chicago.
Indianapolis and Bowling Green
-- over five weekends.

"We enjoy it so much, one told them Kentucky Was better,
time a year isn't enough," said and it was."
Pam Morris, the mother of Abby
Because rally points winners
and Emily."We like to meet dif- and local champions all meet in
ferent people from different Akron, Morris wasn't the only
places. You go and always see representative of Murray at the
the same people: it's very fami- Championships. Both Bailey
Kennedy and Ricky Loman —
ly-oriented.
"Soap box racing really takes winners of the Stock and
the whole family: her dad works Superstock divisions at the Main
on the car. she drives the car and Street derby in June — also
we cheer her on."
made the trip to Akron.
The Morris family is one of
The Morns family and the
very few families in the area Kennedy family are well
who rally, because most of the acquainted. Emily raced with
destination cities are five-plus Kennedy's older brother in
hours from Murray. And spend- Akron in 2004.
Moms admits rally racers
ing five weekends a year on the
road in large cities can get a lit- have an advantage over local
tle pricey.
champions. Most rally racers put
Including race fees. Morris more time into their cars and
figures the family spends close have expenence on many differto $500 per weekend. But she ent kinds of tracks.
says it's comparable to what
"(The local winners) call us
parents who travel their kids for 'rally trash.— she said.
more conventional sports such
Until this year, Emily Moms
as baseball and soccer might was the only soap box racer
spend. And it's all worth it if it from Kentucky to ever place in
brings the family together, she the top three at Akron in the
said.
rally division. Now, she has
"I feel it has really brought company from her sister, as well
her and her dad closer," Pam as a Bowling Green boy who
Moms said. "Sometimes with finished second.
men and girls, it's hard to find
Morris thinks it may not be a
conunon ground. He doesn't coincidence that both she and
have boys to go play ball with. her sister raced with small Dale
But she and her dad will stay out Earnhardt "3" stickers on their
in that garage and work on that cars. Both finished third in the
car tot hours and hours togethchampionships.
er."
Superstitious after all?
Meeting and interacting with
Morns said she plans to conother soap box families from tinue rally racing until she ages
different parts of the country is out at IS. That can only be a
also a Unique expenence. she good thing. as Pam Morns sees
said.
it She'll welcome six more
Abby Moms remembers one years of family togetherness and
family from Wisconsin she soap box racing weekends with
encountered dunng the champi- the larger racing family the
onships at Akron.
Morris' have accumulated.
"They put cheese stickers on
"You hate to come home
our car and told us we should be (from race weekends) because
from Wisconsin." she said "We you're like family," she said.
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HOOVER, Ala. (AP) —
Here's what Arkansas' Houston
Nutt would have loved to spend
his offseason hearing about: a
division title, 10 wins and a
Heisman Trophy finalist.
Nutt instead was more frequently asked about text messages, transfers and even, of all
things. a popularity poll that is
far more standard for a presidential candidate than a football
coach.
'This was a really a totally
different offseason, something
I've never experienced before in
26 years of coaching," Nutt said
Wednesday at Southeastern
Conference media days. "To
have someone get too personal.
to have so many things written
starting in your home state ...
Things that are starting to
spread. And it kept going and
going."
And the questions keep coming. Nutt's offseason troubles
were the primary topic during
his session with reporters, topping last season's surprising run
to the SEC Western Division
title and tailback Darren
McFadden's Heisman candidacy.
That irks Nutt and his players.
"People just try to point out
the bad things.- said McFadden,
last year's Heisman runner-up.
"It's real frustrating. But it didn't bother us as a team because
we knew what's going on inside
our stadium."
"It did not really make sense
for people to take stabs at coach
Nutt." linebacker Weston Dacus
said."He went 10-4 and is probably one of the best coaches in
the country. The players did not
really understand it. We are a
family and coach Nutt is the
rock of that family."
An Arkansas fan used the
Freedom of Information Act to
obtain records on Null's schoolissued cell phone. which showed
more than 1,000 text messages
to a female television news
anchor.
The married Nutt maintains
there was nothing inappropriate
about the communication, which
included a text message just 19
minutes before the Capital One
Bowl on Jan. I.
Nutt is clearly still steaming
from the fan's actions.
"You're hurting two panics
that you know nothing about.
and you're spreading gossip and
you're spreading lies," he said,

41.111

AP

Arkansas coach Houston
Nutt speaks during the
Southeastern
Conference
football media days on
Wednesday in Hoover. Ala
IMP
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STAND•NGS
ArnerIcan League
East Dtviiklon
L
GM
Boston
61 40
New York
61/2
54 46
10
Toronto
51 50
Baltimore
14
46 53
Tampa Bay
38 62
22 1/2
Central Division
QK
W
Daubs
60 40
1 1/2
Cleveland
59 42
9 1/2
Minnesota
51 50
Chicago
15 1/2
45 56
17
Kansas City
43 57
West Division
W
GB
Los Angeles
58 42
Seethe
54 45
31/2
Oakland
10 1/2
48 53
Texas
13
46 56
Wednesday's Scores
Toronto 13. Minnesota 1
LA Angeis 7. Oakland 6
Cleveland 1 Boston 0
Baltimore 6 Tampa Bay 1
N Y Yankees 7 Kansas City 1
Detroit 13, Chicago While Sox 9
Texas 7 Seattle 6
Today's Games
Tampa Bay (Jackson 2-91 at Baltimore
iTrachsel 5-7) 11 35 am
Detrott iVertander 11-31 at Chicago
White Sox (Danks 6-7), 1 05 p m
Boston (Gabbard 4-0) at Cleveland
(Lee 5-7). 6 05 p m
Y Yankees (lgawa 2-2) at Kansas
City (De La Rosa 7-10), 7 10 pm
Oakland (Heron 11-3) at Seattle
(Weaver 2-8) 905 p m
frideryli Gamma
Minnesota (Bortser 5-6) at Cleveland
(Byrd 8-4) 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees 8, Baltimore 6. comp of
Soap game 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees Melee,6-6) at Baltimore
(Outhne 6-3- following comp of susp
game
Boston (Wakefield 11-9) at Tampa Bay
(Hamme 1-0). 6 10 p m
Texas (Wright 3-2) at Kansas City
(Bannister 6-6). 7 10 p m
Toronto Towers 5-6) at Chicago While
Sox (Garland 7-7), 711 pm
Oakland (Braden 1-5) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 6-6), 965 pm
Detroit (Robertson 6-7) at L A Angels
(Jet Weaver 6-5). 9-05 pm

National League
East Division
W I
57 43
New Took
54 48
Atlanta
52 48
Philadelphia
48 54
Florida
42
58
Washington
Central Division

GB
4
5
10
15

GB
56 45
53 46
2
45 52
9
44 57
12
13 1/2
43 59
41 58
14
West Dfirlaton
W
1.
GB
56 46
Los Angeles
1
San Diego
54 46
55 48
1 1/2
Arizona
51
50
4
1/2
Colorado
42 57
12 1/2
San Francisco
Wednesday's Scores
Colorado 10, San Diego 2
Rileidelphia 7. Washington 5, 14
innings
N Y Was 6. Pittsburgh 3
Cincinnati 7. Milwaukee 3
Houston 2 L A Dodgers 1
Chicago Cubs 7 St L01.116 1
Anzona 7, Florida 0
San Francisco 2, Atlanta 1
Today's Games
Pittsburgh (Maholm 6-12) at N Y Mels
11 10 a m
Perez
9-6),
(0
Milwaukee (Bush 8-8) at Cincinnati
(Livingston 2-1), 11.35 a.m
Washington (Baca* 3-6) at Philadelphia
(Eaton 9-6), 1205 p.m
Atlanta (Carlyle 5-2) at San Francisco
(Uncecum 5-2), 606 p.m
San Diego ID Wells 5-6) at Houston
(Rodriguez 6-9). 705 p m.
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 7-5) at St
Louis (Looper 7-8) 7 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Penny 12-1) at Colorado
(Lopez 5-3). 8 05 p m
Flonda (Kim 5-5) at Arizona (Owings 55).840 pm
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh (Van Benschoten 0-4) at
Philadelphia (Moyer 8-8) 6 05 p in
Washington (Redding 1-2) at NY Mats
(JSosa 7-5) 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Hill 6-6) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 4-11). 6 10 p m
San Diego (Peavy 9-5) at Houston
(W Williams 5-11). 706 p.m
Milwaukee (Vargas 8-2) at St Louis
(Wroth 5-5), 710 p.m
L.A Dodgers(Tomko 2-7) at Colorado
(Fogg 5-6), 806 p.m
Atlanta (Reyes 0-11 at Arizona (Petri 22). 8 40 p m
Florida (Vanden Hurk 3-2) at San
Francisco (Zito 7-10). gt 15 p.m
Milwaukee
Chicago
St Louis
Houston
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

SportsBriefs
•Calloway County Middle School's softball team
hold tryouts
Aug 9-10 from 3.3010 5 p.m. both days at Lady Laker Field. For more
information. contact James Ng at 759-2145
II The first Eagle Open non-sanctioned tennis tournament will be
held. beginning Aug. 17, at the Graves County High School courts in
Mayfield. The tournament will be played on Aug. 17 & 18, with possible
extended play on the afternoon of Aug. 19.
Divisions will be open for boy youth and adult players. The participation cost is $20 for singles players and $30 for doubles teams. A sign-in
will be held on tournament day at the GCHS courts_ For more information, contact Kim Simmons at 247-2515 or by e-mail at
preskate@ wk . net.

•The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association has extended its
online registration through July 31. Parents who have not yet registered
their children for fall soccer can do so online without paying a late fee
To register, go to www.beecreek.org and click on the fall registration link
The $5 online registration fee does not apply. For more information, contact Sheltie Cunningham at 753-8962.

•SEC
From Page 1B
From both opposing defenses
and the media.
McFadden, last
year's
Heisman Trophy runner-up. is
among the front-runners for the
award entering his junior season. He can still run away from
defenders, but the publicity-shy
star can't escape the attention.
"He's gotten better." coach
Houston Nutt said."He has really loosened up. He has a tremendous smile.
"He
dresses
up
for
Halloween, things like that. He's
a fun-loving guy that has gotten
better with each interview. I've
been so proud of the way he's
handled things."
McFadden dressed up as a
clown this past Halloween.
What kind of clown?
"A big one," he said.
McFadden has run for 2,760
yards and 25 touchdowns the
past two seasons. winning the
Doak Walker Award as the
nation's top running back last
season.
Nutt has no doubt who
should be the Heisman frontrunner to start the season.
"He came in second, so he's
at the top," he said. "But it's
about winning_ It's about his
teammates. I think he'd be the
first to tell you. 'I need my
teammates.' Winning solves all.
That will put him in the race"
TRAY
BLACKMON:
Auburn
coach
Tommy
Tuberville said he hasn't made a
final call on the status of linebacker Tray Blackmon.
The sophomore
linebackrws
suspended for a second
time
for the Cotton Bowl last season

and left school for spring semester to return home for personal
reasons.
Tuberville said Blackmon
must convince himself and the
defensive coaches that "he's
going to be a team player."
If he does that, Tuberville
said the talented player will be
on the field Sept. 1 against
Kansas State.
Defensive end Quentin
Groves said Blackmon made a
strong
impression
at
a
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
banquet on Tuesday night.
-Tray got up and spoke and
testified to what God has done in
his life," Groves said.
"I think He's turned him
around. Tray's a guy that's going
to do great things for us this
year."
SEC ON CBS: CBS has
changed the kickoff times for its
weekly televised SEC games.
They will begin at 4 p.m. CT
and 12:30 p.m. Cl'. That's 90
minutes later than previously
scheduled.
The
network
announced the changes on
Wednesday.
The network's first game of
the season is Tennessee at
Florida on Sept. 15.
ace
QUOTABLE:
"We'll all have to he careful
now of not saying, 'It appeared
that guy had money on the
game.' You can't say that anymore. I don't know if I've ever
said that before. There's been a
few lousily called games that
deserved an investigation."
— South Carolina coach
Steve Spurner on the NBA
investigation into a referee for
allegedly betting on games.
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k DVERTISING SALES

PUBLIC NOTICE
Murray Independent Schools' parents, students, employees, and general public
are hereby notified that the Murray Independent School District does not discriminate on the baste of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, marital status,
age, or disability in employment programs, educational programs, career and
technical education programs, or activities as set forth in compliance with the
Office of Civil Rights Law Title VI, Title VII, Title LX, ADA, and Section 504.

This 1lio1,o. I ,

tow:

Inquiries regarding Section 504 compliance may be directed to Bob Rogers,
Coordinator, Murray Board of Education, 206 South 13th Street, Murray, KY
42071 (2701 753-4363. Inquiries regarding Title VI, Title VII, Title IX and ADA
compliance may be directed to Bob Rogers. Superintendent, at the above address
and telephone number.
MISD will take steps to assure the lack of English language skills will not be a
barrier to admission and participation in career and technical education programs
The Murray High School offers the following career and technical education programs to all students enrolled in grades 9-12. Business and Marketing, Family
and Consumer Sciences. Workplace Readmesa, and Technology Education
Eleventh and 12th grade students may also attend the Murray-Calloway Area
Technical College technical exploratory or preparatory training in the workplace
in the following areas. Automotive Technology, Carpentry, Culinary Arta, Health
Sciences, Machine Tool Technology, Marketing Technology & Welding

,A“li,111 IM1,1

r.J.01:,..

Interested applicants must apply by
resume only: inters lea s is ill he
granted to qualified applicants
AFTER resumes are re% jested.
‘hsolutel:% no on-the-spot
inter%iew s will he conducted.
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753-1752

LISA'S Turbo Tanning
in Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50 00
week each. (270)2478008 or 705-1521
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STUDENT
Drivers
notice sign for cars at
Sandra D's, 94E 2933816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
060

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-4439004
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
We offer
Assistants
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit

Package API* in Person at Britthaven of
Benton
Street

2607 Main
Hwy
641S

Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applicabons
for the following positions- Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
Denote package Must
be licensed in the State
of KnrituCky

Apply

in

Person at Brathaven of
Benton 2407 Main

ever

en 3
that

EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLFASF

JBA
for

at 761-3737

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork corn
By default,
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank vou

Help Vilanied

Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025

mch

DANCE
instruct°
needed
to
teach
Thriller dance. Call Sue

C
-HILD care center
seeking experienced
help Afternoons and
day shift available.
Apply In person at

1406-8 N
Mt may

12th St.

DO you love working

with kW.?
Wee Care Enterprises

HUMANE Society of
Marshall County is
seeking a part-time
kennel
worker.
Office/computer experience and good communication skills a
plus. Apply at Lakeland
Animal Hosprtal, 2044
U.S. Highway 641N,
Benton, KY
KNITTING
machine
operators. 2nd & 3rd
shift. Full time, part
Industrial
time.
machine experience
required. Call for an
appointment 270-7535794
LAUNDRY help needed. Job includes folding
pressing
towels,
sheets. Monday-Fnday.
No weekend work.
Benefits include retirement plan, life insurance, paid vacation
and holidays.
Also, lanitor or clean up
help. Monday-Friday 22.5 hours per day
Apply in person at
Boone Cleaners at 605
Main.
LOCAL CPA firm has
permanent part-time
position for person with
computer bookkeeping, payroll, and sales
tax
experience
Ouckbooks a plus
Reply to P.O. Box

1040-W, Murray, KY
42071.
MEDICAL clerk for
busy physicians office
Resposibilibes include
data entry, answering
phone, making appt
Full-time wfbenefits
Send resume P0 Box 1040-0 Murray,
KY 42071

may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

NOW taking appticanone for all positions
and all 'hilts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-1n, 217 S. 12th

Foster
ENJOY
reward
Parenting,
yourself by making a
difference. Cal 1466-

Si, Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PART time help needed at Charlie's Antique
Mall Must be available

30-NEC,C0

FEMALE student in
wheelchair looking for
a personal care attendant Duties include
Assistance with shower. dressing. errands,
etc Must be flexible &
have clean driving
record Some travel
required. Experience
preferred but will train
right person Please
send resume to PCA
23287.
Box
P.O
Owensboro KY 42304
e-mail
or

srsharp0yahoo.C0f/1
HELP WANTED
Part/Fell eine 3 Millb
dolly 7 days a week.
SlIhr after paid
Veining• Benefits

Contact us not
1 -$S$.474-JOBS or
vow*/ 1.88974loba_oom

to work weekends
Apply in person, 303
Main Street, Hazel.
SANITATION TRUCK
DRIVER.
Full-time.
benefits High school
graduate, one year
driving trucks and
equipment required
Valid driver's license
(required to obtain

COL) PrellImPloYment
drug screening Salary
$752 hourly Apply at
Resources
Human
Murray
State
Univerelly, 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
4207 1 - 33 1 2
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply
EEO. IA/F/D, AA
RN or LPN needed for
busy median practice
Send resume to P0
Box 1040-X Murray
KY 42071

1dvertising Saks Position'
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
NIurray, KY 42071
\(f I wit! Itrir.,ftitiftls

HOME HEALTH NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs
for our Home Health Department. Laptop
computers are provided for patient charting.
Full-time and part-time positions and flexible
schedules are available.
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.
We provide excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus,& a career ladder program. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal OpponunnyEmployer

MACHINE TOOL
TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR
MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY
AREA TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Murray/Calloway County Area Technology

Center is seeking a qualified machine tool technology instructor. This is a full-time teaching
position with extended employment possible.
Benefits include: health and life insurance, paid
state holidays, sick leave, annual leave, excellent retirement system, and excellent working
conditions.
REQUIREMENTS: Must have four years of
work experience, with at least two of the years

being in the last five calendar years.
For information and/or an application call
270-753-1870 or 270-824-7546. Applications
must be submitted no later than 3 p.m. on
August 2, 2007.
Please submit a compleied appliatiun and
resume to
Dennis Harper. Principal
Murray/t'alloway Area Technology Center
1800 Sycamore Si. Murray, KY 42071
Equal hfik anon and I- mplormcni Opportunities fil/F/D

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal onented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:

P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

PULMO
Dose Cal
Center is accepting
applications for fulltime Patient Service
R•presentatIv•s.
PSRs are responsible
for
contacting
all
assigned
patients
monthly
to
taking
patient orders, verifying
patient
information,
and placing the order in
manner.
a
timely
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but
not
required. Strong customer service back
ground preferred.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is accepting applicafull-time
tions
for
Warehouse Clerks
Warehouse Clerks are
responsible for performing a variety of
technical duties related
to dispensing and shipping of medication in
conformance with standard pharmacy policies
and
procedures
Expenence in general
warehouse and shipping/receiving experience preferred
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
r
email
to
elizabeth.cain rotech
com. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

RECEPTIONISTSALES CLERK needed three to five days
per week. Apply in person at Stone-Lang
Medical, 210 South
12th
Street,
on
Monday. Wednesday.
or Fnday.
RETURNING
to
school? Need extra
cash9
Immediate
openings for full & part
time employees. Patti's
1880s
Restaurant.
Grand Rivers, KY. 888736-2515
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has a day
shift, entry-level production position available. This full time
position requires: the
use of small hand tools,
such as drills and rivet
guns, the ability to read
and follow a wiring
schematic: the installation of pre-assembled
electronic components.
winng harnesses and
digit display systems
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality
of the final product.
Our culture is one of a
environment
team
made up of individual
employees who are
self-motivated, with a
high standard for quality and who are able to
think for themselves
Sportable Scoreboards
offers a competitive
wage and benefit package including health
insurance, bard vacation paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan
11 you are career-oriented and would like to
of
part
become
team.
Sporlable's
email resume to *or
complete an application at. 106 Max Hurl
Drive. Murray

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs

759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry

I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks.
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATV,
campers motorhomes
trailers, almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
FIREPLACE
insert
215(25" 489-2741
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpet-

V1 %NT TO
1
.11 \ CASKS
•I'r
pi pick-up
asailable
•Iltievit prices
MKT!:
kVA .%1
75.1-531,0
ONE to three acres
Southwest area suited
for building home
753-4573 293-5572
150

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

TREK-Y26 19" mt. bike
2006 soft-tail, less than
10hr. ride time. Great
bike, great price
205-1441
270
lirek Homes For Sail
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area.
753-1011
1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts #66
(270)978-0723

2000 Clayton 16x80.
Vinyl siding, 38R 2BA,
like new. 270-4-89-2525

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land.
731-584-4926 Ends

August 15

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital.
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7,300.
must
sell $3.600
(573)300-1031
CHINA Hutch black on
gold, electric wheelchair, HP laptop &
Porcelain dolls. 7627423
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
KODAK EasyShare
C530 digital camera. 5
megapixels. Includes
instructions. software.
128MB card and batteries. $75 OBO.
270-227-6005
PARTS & service
Keith's Lawn & tractor
759-9831

SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound.
coax. HDMI & component cables Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N 12th St
759-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Fins Ettularffset
THREE double wide
tobacco scaffold wag
rims, $500 Cali
978 2911

LIVE Oak Apts,
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
7534221
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
Included. 767-9948

28R 1-1/2 bath, all
electric, $350 month,
$350 deposit.
Farmington area.
345-3126

Articles
For Sale

the Square Murray

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

2704534556
•
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

--,F.71 4109

(270) 753-1713

270-759-9553

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

753-3633

WARD-ELKINS

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

1BR IBA, washer &
dryer included. $375
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, venous locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances.
area. 293-6968
28R duplex, nice,
C/Fi/A, appliances fur
nished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

Houses For Rani
2 bedroom, C/H/A, gas
heat, 2 miles from
Murray, quiet area, no
pets. 1 year lease,
$450/mo. Call
978-2911
28R 28A, garage, near
college, mint condition,
$650 month.
216-973-8841
38R, 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month. 759-9046
436-5258
Sint*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

B)G(
SELF-SION V;E:
''A Better Place to Star'
Hwy 12 IN, across from
N3tinnal GUMol

2BR near MSU, C/H/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R 2BA duplex, fireplace, dining room.
Coleman RE 753-9898
48R 26A, all appliances. central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

270-759-555:,
'SENN I 11'1 S

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

LARGE 1BR with
walk-in closets, located
on campus behind
Bradley Book
Company $300/mo
(270)293-4602
LARGE finished base
downtown,
ment,
shared utility, great for
couples, no pets, reference required. Call
(2701350-1863

Check us out
on the Web!

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Air *All Size Units
rilros sucs
leas ercoucle

Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3663
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, July 28, 2007•9 a.m.
From
Morro),
take H.94 Hest to Lynn Grove, see auction
signs. I- rum ‘lasfield take Hsis. 121 South through Coldwater,
turn South onto Hwy. 1836, follow to auction
ki 9,1 iii we will sell some carpenter tools - 3 KO-Vice poles - Steel, •
floaritch finish nailer 2 au nail guns - au hose - air compressor - electric
sandier tool hoses, some with tools in them - small water transfer pump
cutting torch with gauges Lk hose - nice 2-wheel cart - Jack stands - door
handles & ckners - bench ban saw - nice camper cots - hose reel & hose
I. P records - kit of paint - 2 deer stands - 2 wheel dolly - free standing
shelving - colt* t v • V(' R player recorder - portable recorder. GLASS:
glass cake stand with glass dome - old kerosene lamp - finger candlestick
holders- punch howl with cups - cut glass with gold mm - fancy bottles
with glass snipers Larnberton china celery dish - black onyx pieces trusted cookie Jar - Fiesta pieces - nice custard fruiters - Franciscan pieces
clear pear butter dish - lot of old what not items - fine old Depression
pitcher with X glasses • blue candy dish with lace lid - stem glassware lot
or Corningware - red bowl on stem - nulkglass hob nail vanity lamps - lini.
oblong dough tray - old mantel vases - 10" Gnswalt cast iron with Int
ieher cast iron pieces - new T FAL cookware - other pots tic pans - cis a
hooks - costume jewelry - lot of Chnstmas items - old foot locker inc smoker - Kittery charger - bench grinder - shop vise - wrenches & sti.,i,
tools kerosene heater - wet dry vacuum FURNITURE- 2-drawer In
cabinet • small ;drawer chest - nice Pfaff sewing machine in cabinet v.
owners manual Pfaff Creative 1471 instructions manual with tab',
recliner - non table with glass top - lot 01 sewing items - nice bookslin[i
2 Minor. 4 drawer maple chest - nice table & chairs - nice ..ct tit
bedding - 2 regular sire beds with bedding maple night stand - twin Lac.
trie lilt bed • nice lamp table and table & floor lamps - old antique china
cabinet - oval braided rug - another glass door china cabinet - 1 large
bookshelves - computer desk - 4 drawer chest - coffee iutd lamp tables
glider chair nice dresser & bed - nice walnut library table - portable disir
automatic washer & dryer - color ay. GUNS: Charles their)
ga auto shotgun - Mossburg 12 ga with clip - Remington 700 nfle - lor
Winchester - Martin .3010 - 22 !nag rifle - 3011 Sasage rifle- super flu.
black powder rifle
This will be an all day auction

YARD
SALE
1610 Tabard Dr.
Sat., 7/28

7AM-?
collectibles, toys.
clothes, air
conditioner, file
cabinets, misc.

kW:

GARAGE
SALE

ii‘ltet

Lunch arailabk. Not responrihle for occident'.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEER
& REAL ESTATE BROKER
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

1611 Belmont
Fri., July 27
6:30AM-?
Rain or Shine

AFTER
MOVING
SALE

My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays

Ati
&-4
1
-le
,
Auction

The Late Herbert & Erna Henry Estate
Saturday August 11th, 20070 10:00 AM
Location: 141 John Cram Circle. New COOCOrd, KY. From Mt.",ty dr e
Hwy 121 South 13 1 Miles Turn Left Onto Cypress Trail Go 1 6 Mutes Turn Lett
Onto Kline Trail Go 0 9 Miles Turn Left Onto Myrtle Read Go 0 2 Miles Turn
Left On John Cratr Ctrcle PtrYld 0 1 Miles To Auctioe Srle Signs Posted!
-THE CYPRESS SPRINGS COMMUNITY"

2 BORM. 2 BATH
MOBILE HOME
I:a...teed Ow 4 Vet
S444 Natal(
Zet
MRCP LW.MET NEW TO MIMIIT-SNIT
no Fos.IR
REAL ESTATE, l're5 f leetwood 16 . 7t, Sinie Vide Mobile Horne Featuring .
5CW:sous Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Living Room. Kitchen vit Abundance Ot Cabiret
Space The Mobile Home Also Features Central Heat & Nur And Comes Fumistev:
iv A Retngteator Stove & Dishwasher. Eiden& Features Include Both A Front Ar
Back Deck And A Storage Area Attached To The Back 01 The Mobile Home Nor-Has tts Own weN & Sept', ar,-1 Is Located Or lot 37 /I Lot 386 ir kind 4 0, T
Smatiwood Developmen'
FABULOUS ItECREATIONAL HONE SURROUNDED BY
PEACEFUL SETTINGS!! CLOSE TO BOAT RAW ACCESS!!
AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
Cdll Harris Real Estate & Auction For A Private Viewing!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.harniatictions.com
45AL tSTAtk TERMS t5-. Doer Ow Of Sale Balance in 30 Days *10' •
CLOSt

REIM PAIUTE
dlp; 0(1110%
eY4,sss
(210)?41-32b3 •800 380 4318
WW1 our Waliallr. virwietharrIsascUora.casie

I

•
etro.
storage
i.Seeunty alarmeo
*Sala 8 coan
•We see boxes'
'We rent U-hauls
753-9600

BUILDING for rent
St SOOrmo groat button on 12th at
293-7670
OFFICE or retail spays
+notable Primo location 753-2905
.3931460
PRdFESS-idNAL
Offlos Space for Lasso
669 torsi ugh Prime
Dueness bourbon with
viva.,entrant* space
s on Mew level of 304
id
atti
Street watt
ample parsing space
and two sots of hands

asp acoesseis clouds
loon WIMPS how
wog end or condoning
or Only serious per
nos should call
••• • •-yr

&

ai

Vow Pioarraworwslittuchwanners

3080 M. M.48 North • MsylIsSl

Nil MIER
MINIS MRAGE

Pes t Supoies
SHIM- TZU puppies
MC CKC. clew claws
removed.
shots
wormed. male Pi
female. $300- $35(
270-251-0310 utter 1'
AM

SHEEP and coos 489
2741
WANT to buy hey tot
cows 731-247-5776
731-642 :sc.,

'

.

Mord Sam

MOVING
SALE
1 301 -El
valleywooci
Or.
Fri & Sat
Furniture.
deepfreeze
everything

Need to place an acl')
i's wit wall be glad to help
Murray Isar I Tones
244534916

INDOOR AIR-CONDITIONED
MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
Harvest Land Hang Out. 1306-0 S. 12th St.,
across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Look for the green canopy
Thursday & Friday • 8AM-4PM
Saturday • 8AM-12PM
baby furniture, baby clothes, toys small
appliances infants, children. men.
petites. misses, women plus size &
,maternity clothes & many more items

3 PARTY YARD SALE

DOG Otocasnoi
435-2058

tit bi§trtit6 &eat
Dam Puff:km 1-ntabs.
2 bentsdos. Perin% on
moues* WO 1700
(27017130-1771
SNITIA
8118Tsu

$100

MAP $303
270-302-2631

PuPs

Ismata

-4-4

41 —4 '4'
4 m --41.-"I

2309 Brookhaven Drive, off
Johnny Robertson Rd.
Fri., July 27 • 7AM-3PM
Sat., July 28 • 7AM-12PM
No Early Sales!
stove tamps, household items craft
items name brand clothes toys,
games. & mull more

1716 Main,
94W & 18th St.
Sat.• 7AM-IPM
sofa chaise, new
double vanity sink.
light fixtures &
lamps fan other
furniture & other
goodies 759-4340

7 PARTY
YARD SALE
2733 St. Rt.
121S, about 1
mile from
railroad track
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-?

YARD SALE
4

miles east on
94 on the left
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-12PM

long headboard
chest dresser.
rriower, bike, cart.
household items,
lothes, baby bed,
toddler bed

ESTATE SALE
94E to Highland
Rd. Watch for
signs.
Fri., 7/27 &
Sat., 7/28
7AM
Rain or Shine
furniture, dishes
glassware 30 year
accumulation, old
piano adult & kids

(suds

All Real Estate

toed in the

tub. $160,000

293-8705
38F1."213A 12 minutes
from town 1 acre lot,
$98,900 7598481/978-1323
4BR, 2ba doublewide
on permanent foundation, 1 17 acre, hardwood floors, fireplace

olva, recently remoo&ed. all new appliances new roof. 1.800
sq ft . screened in front
porch. Elm Grove rd
$85.000 293-7257 or
753-3061
_
CHARMING spacious
Dutch Colonial home
on beautifully landSCaped corner lot one
block from Murray High
School 4 bedrooms. 3
baths Living roorniclinmg room combination
Eat-un kitchen Large

430

L.

- -1,100 sq ft home .300
so ft upstairs. 13650
S
Hwy 641N,
Puryear TN Must be
moved 110.000-090.
(270)293-1437 Dan
1546 Spring Creek Dr
$339,900 Call for appt
270-759-1327
1904 Gatesborough
Cu 48F1 38A 2.600
so ft , large deck, hot

saver

newspaper

110111

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

2003 Ford Escape
XLT. 4-dr. new tires,
cold air, all power.
excellent condition.
25mpg, 87,000mi,

759-5534
Chuck Van Borer

$8.500,0130.

759-5848
2002 Envoy Extremely
nice Power seats &
windows, dual am
CD cassette.
good
Michelins. 110.900
753-4895
'02 Honda Passport
LX, 2wd, leather. sunroof new tires power
windows and locks
cruise tilt, 6-CD player. 109.000mi
S10.500 293-5519..day
498-8950/evenings
2000 Chevy Blazer 4
wheel drive. 4 door,
good condition
GMC Yukon 4

1996

wheel
drive 4 door, good condition 753-6773 after
5PM
Mercury
Mountaineer. V8. AllWheel Dove, Fully
Loaded,
Excellent
Condition
153.xxx
miles. $3.800 or trade
for 7 270-759-3900
1997

Wird Cars

2000 4D Chevy
Cavaber, $3.750 108k
mi recent tires and
brakes, good A/C
293-6824

is subject to the
Focksrat Fair 1-louturig
Act of 1968 as amended which makes it illegal to advertise any
293-1744
preference. Imitation. 227-5414
or cliscrimatation based VS80 1.900
sq n 1998 Olds. 4-dr. 88
on race. color. rebason.
2
car sedan. 57.000 miles
sex, or nabonsi WW1, 48R/28A
very nice car $4.250
wlattached workshop
or an untenbon to make Murray schools trying 753-8894
any such proissonco, room, family rOOT
limitation, or leak*
rilreplaf•
large 1989 Jeep Wrangler
nation This newspaper updated
1963 Chevrolet 4 door
kitchen
was not knovangly
hard top Impala
Woes
backyard
accept any advellelnia
270-492-8790
for real estate which ts 975-10215
in violation of the taw
1\1%11 DINII
Cows
Our readers are hereby 131 IS, RI III
informed that all
2005 Cougar travel
&wettings advertised in
trailer 2 skies. 2 bed
this newspaper are
wv•••..rrati•eprnrrooms, sloops 8 34f1
available on an agu.,
ertv•elvet..•`nm
long, never been
opportunity bas's'
12701761-1105111
smoked un, nor ansmos
inside 270.753-6174
Trailer is located at
Kentucky Lake House For Rent 3335 St RI 121S
Murray
I via short. .1 hedronst. 2 Nati house with
1.1101 trent wall ii4 siisodavi• morivinking if
1997 Coleman Pop-Up
Camper. sloops 6+ Full
moo lake It's .41111plit his furnishrd silili ..
& King Bock, a must
private 441, gas
. gas ertil. Ihsh
see on Cocoons Dr
Nch•loft. flat pawl I% xxith MD and *or13500 000 761-2025
mend sound. .and ;Ai no ill desk. spas..
or 293-2726
Istre/atth II,rit frit It, th fir trtMihii
Call

(270) 36-5091

1/ ,r,

R

N& INlirs

BOAT. 3 moors. $450
753-6012

General Contracting
Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
INTO
;

%Mos NOW

Senior Offend

C1117011 MR11011116

PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert you
home VHS tapes to
DVD. Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD. Call 753-9297 or
227-5818
SNOW'S Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair, rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
731-642-6939.
654
Hobby Rd., Pans, TN
38242
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
Their own risk. Although
persons and compa-.
,iies mentioned herein'
,ire believed to be repotable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WEST Calloway
County Development.
Track hoe, dozer work.
backhoe & septic sys-

D-6 H 12 ft blade

clearing fence rows
underbrushing ponds
waterways
19 yrs

experience
Greg Rentroe

'2762934371*
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

FREE
I
Scrap aapaawts Old 01.1.5
Metal Storm Wondert$ Dow,
Scrip Meta, Mowers &Ten
ramiEquipment Cal Batts'

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839
fiALL'S WASTE
VIANAGEMEN -I

weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated

1SPLRIT
Mitchell Bros.
Paving
HANDYMAN
her 46) %cast, capuriciecr

759-0501
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Parsing. Seakoating

N. Hauling
.141111. TWA% IS

270-753-2279
BACICHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

Septic system. gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
COLE
CONSTRUCTION
metal ruof‘.

replacement windows,
screen 1•00f1IS
Work guaranteed
866-832-3230

1

REDUCED'

recreation room 2
unique decks Recent
improvements include
replacement windows.
dual fuel heat pump. '04 Nissan Sentra
8S Clean loaded.
roof. shutters, lawn,
and interior and ester, pewter 62K mules,
painting
or
1710 extended warranty to
Magnolia Drive Call 100K included. $8.450.

ttortan

**

Calhoon Construction, LLC

11111.4Melon

14F1. fishing boat, Dilly
1007 Poplar St.,
15HP Johnson
motor.
Motorguide
Murray
trolling motor, $825.
Elegant Tudor Ellett on large cor- Call (270)759-3231
ner lot w/5 BR,3 FP, 2 BA.French 1996 Harris Classic
doors, hardwood flOOrs, cal-in pontoon boat. 24',
kitchen, sunrOorn, huge patio. Yamaha 115HP motor,
excellent condition,
Close to school And hospital.
loaded. 753-9959,
270-759-4520 or 227-5600 fully
759-4442 after 13PM
89 Tracker 24D1 60HP
evinrude. all aluminum
deck. 3rd pontoon,
runs great, trailer
FSBO Gatesborough included. $5.200 080.
VIt. at Hot NI s
In-level Ground level- (270)474-1118
Any Location, entry hall, laundry
Any Condition room, bath, den/bedroom w/buillan cherry
saw so.creatiiepropcomputer center Main
oilssoh erSAINIII
floorliving-room
•
270-761-1141
UN
w/wood burning gas
LAWN SERVICE
logs fireplace, budtans,
plantation shutters, for- Mowing, Manicuring
1
-1 ;
131
(sesPrettedy
& Landscaping
mal DR, kitchen- stainSatisfaction guaranteed
appliances.
less
pantry,
FIRST TIME
Call 753-1816
Florida room Main
OFFERED'
or 227-0611
floor
ceilings
10-ft.
Lakefront widock
Upstairs
38R.
2-large
$74,900
YOUR AD
walk-in closets, 28A.
1+ AC Lake Access
COULD BE
Flooring- Hardwood,
$34.900
mexican tile & brick,
HERE FOR
is/FREE Boat Slips/
381ts 6, stairway carONLY $75.00
Wooded lake property
peted, Inground pool
A MONTH
on spectacular
with lanai 293-2418 for
160,000 acre Kentucky
CALL
753-1916
viewing $250,000.
Lake Take a tour
enter drawing to win a
170
Hill Electric
FREE 20 Boat'
moterevensa ANS
Since 19146
Excellent financing
24 nom SairresCI
Call 1-800-704-3154
Res.. Cont . & Ind
MOTORCYCLE
ext 1327 KY Land
Licensed & Insured
INSURANCE
Partners, LLC
All jobs - hug or small
753-9562
MCKINNEY INS.
450
ISO
N.
5Th
STREET
kr Sale
436-2867 Lamb's
753-3500
Professional Tree
200 ac farm in north
Service Complete tree
west TN.
removal, etc Insured
05
1600
Vulcan,
731-247-3984
extras. 2.300-mu
436-5141 A-AFFORD(270)978-1772/ $7.500 ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
aink & tree work.
Auto Ports
I to 295 acres West
Calloway Owner
A to 8 Moving Local
financing 489-2116,
and long distance
USED
TIRES
leave message
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
14, 15, 16 inch
16 acres on
A-1 Joe's Mower
Backusburg Road,
Starting at S20
repair pick-up. delivKiricsey 489-2994.
mounted
ery. 436-2867
(270)831-0419
Coll 753-5606 A-1 Stump Removal
28.5 acres.
Fully insured
$2.000/acre Mitchell
437-3044
Story Rd 293-1437

[cakiN.

"
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HOME FOR SALE
OPEN HOUSE - Sun., 7/29•2PM-5PM

‘t the Ihus Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grose,

Storiet tenets

4 *4 W

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Thursday. July 24,2007

•Load., as Lonrt 411,nknt.rol

•

carpet& Floors
Own4pore exp.

Bobs & hisesaseitm

Do you need help" I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work.

Home. 731-247-5359
or Cell. 731-234-5933
HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1.500 sq
ft Sidewalk included
Luc & Insured
(270)978- 1 772

For sale: top Soli grewel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs.
Lots for sale: Landon
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781, 270559-2032
CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in poured
concrete basement,
I wenscd .3: Insured

519-2713

JOE'S JOBS

WILDLIFE

S111.III 114 tkischold
rcp.iii&5,ii it 55 Vol
Se11101 1114:101)

Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting

7534344• 227-5644

*Soil testing
-Liming and
'Spraying

I. %MR FA!!RPRISES
Moving Experts

-Bedding area Design
rind Construction
•Wildlife Trees and

Loald ring Distance,
FiNkril I u,enses dc Insinv

tree estimates
I mall% or.

operated

WINDOW
CLEANING

N1 ED A
METAL KWH.?
CALL
12701752-0414
ksk forDarrrn
gh trngalt

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling_
No gib too small
Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

Fertilizing

Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

-viele4410-LAMB 131262,

753-7728
NADEAU'S
ConalructIon
•Floonng •Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Homo Improvements
(270)979-2111
Licensed/Insured

tems

by SONLIGHT
(270t293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
F we fan-saw

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.

Murray Lodger & Times
270-753-1916

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
It's that time of year, and
everybody

wants to get

out of the house But
before you go, lust make

o sompl• phone call and
ask for "Vacohon Pak "
That way you won't
muss a singles thing.

When

you come back,
catch up on Garfield,

your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
deliver your
-Vocation Pak'
when you return

We'll

ill //.( /
, I5' Ci
Cif( slicition Department

and ask far

Valcation Pak."
o MURRA
"
Y9111

LEDGER
1_1MES
1001 whi...• Ave., Murray, KY
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dernk Edwards, junior at Calloway
County High School, practicing his
serve on the sweltering tennis
courts at Murray State University. The photo was by staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Aaron and Leisha Cook, July
16, and a girl to Gena and Jeff
Brugdon, July 22.
. The Blood River Bassmasters
Club hosted a free fish fry for
the senior citizens on July 25 at
the Weaks Community Center.
20 years ago
Murray City Council elected
not to enact a maximum property. tax rate this year, but instead
asose a 4 percent growth tax rate
permitted under House Bill 44.
Births reported include a boy
to Tens and Gary Lee, a girl to
Ithonda and Terry Dunnigan and
a girl to Brenda and James Hendley, July 23.
Shirley Johnson writes about
Annetta Burnham, area director
or Hazel Senior Citizens, in her
column. "Silver Profiles."
30 years ago
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller has announced the start
of a Title VI Employment Grant
titled the Calloway County Public Service Project. This will give
52 jobs to local residents.
Published is a picture of Lou
fv1cGary watching as Kentucky
Author and Poet Jesse Stuart autographs a copy of his poem, -This
Is My Kentucky- at Murray State
University. Stuart is on the MSU
campus directing the seventh annual Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop which ends July 29.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of James
Allen Valentine being administered
the oath of second lieutenant in
he United States Army hv his

brother, Capt. Buddy Valentine,
at Fort Sill, Okla. Also pictured
are his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ottis L. Valentine of Murray, who
pinned on his bars.
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
has been asked to provide several items for use of the servicemen and servicewomen in Vietnam
Marilyn Parrish and Larry
McKinney were married July 21
at Hardin United Methodist
C'hurch.
50 years ago
The rate of drilling has
increased in the constant digging
for oil on the Pearl Cherry Farm
on Ky. 121 North near the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
Grounds. The diggers have reached
a depth of about 1,200 feet in
the 10th day of operations.
Serving as officers of the Hazel
High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association for 1957-58
school year are Hewlett Cooper,
president, Mrs. Calvin Key, vice
president, Mrs. Preston Brandon,
secretary, and Mrs. Bob Cook,
treasurer.
60 years ago
Published is a picture of
Charles Tolley, Pat Sykes, John
Paul Butterworth and Tom Lamb,
Boy Scouts, with Ralph Wear,
scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop
45 of Murray, who are leaving
for the 1947 World Scout Jamboree in Moisson, France. They
sailed from New York on July
24 and are expected to land in
Antwerp, Belgium July 31.
Jimmie Richerson and Clayton Crick were married July II
by Rev. Loyd Wilson at his home.
Sam Calhoun today announced
the opening of a new Plumbing
and Electric Sales and , business
at 102 South Third St.

Marriage invitation for single
dad is cause for him to flee
DEAR ABBY: Several years
ago, when I was a divorced
single father raising two adolescent children, we received
an invitation to attend a wedding in Chicago. The bride's
parents were cousins I hadn't
seen or heard from in more
than
20
years. The
wedding
coincided
with
the
school
break. I had
accumulated
vacation
time at work
Dear Abby and enough
room on my
By Abigail
charge cards
Van Buren
to cover the
cost of the
expensive trip, so I replied
that we would be glad to
attend. I was excited to reconnect with the family and that
my children would meet many
of their relatives for the first
time.
Boy, was I wrong!
The reception was held in
the ballroom of an expensive
hotel. Instead of being seated
with my family, I was placed
at a table on the opposite side
of the huge ballroom. At the
table were several couples and
a few single women, all of
whom seemed to know each
other well. I felt somewhat
out of place, but made light
conversation, danced a few
dances and tried to have a
good time.
An aunt approached, tapped

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 26,
the 207th day of 2007. There are
158 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 26, 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act, creating the Department
of Defense, the National Security Council. the CIA and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
On this date:
In 1775. Benjamin Franklin
became Postmaster-General.

In 1788, New York became
the eleventh state to ratify the
U.S. Constitution.
In 1945, Winston Churchill
resigned as Britain's prime minister after his Conservatives were
soundly defeated by the Labour
Party. (Clement Attlee became the
new prime minister.)
In 1952, Argentina's first lady,
Eva Peron, died in Buenos Aires
at age 33.
In 1952. King Farouk 1 of
Egypt abdicated in the wake of

Thursday, July 26, 2007 • 5B

a coup led by Gamal Abdel Nasser.
In 1956, the Italian liner Andrea
Doria sank off New England. 11
hours after colliding with the
Swedish liner Stockholm; at least
51 people died.
In 1971, Apollo 15 was
launched from Cape Kennedy.
In 1986, kidnappers in Lebanon
released the Rev. Lawrence Martin Jenco, an American hostage held
for nearly 19 months.
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me on the shoulder, and asked
me to join the family in a
side room. When I entered,
the men patted me on the
shoulders and the women proceeded to tell me that the lady
I had been seated next to had
decided that I would be an
acceptable husband for her! I
was then told they would make
all the wedding arrangements
as quickly as possible.
At first I thought they were
joking or that they had tasted
too much of the bubbly. Then,
in shock, I realized they were
serious. I asked why they didn't consult me first. I made it
plain I wasn't going to pull
my kids out of school, away
from their friends, sell my
house, quit my job and throw
away all our community relationships to move to a city
halfway across the country,
into an environment that was
foreign to us, and marry a
woman I had never met before.
I told them the idea was insane
and insulting.
They looked at me as if I
were speaking a foreign language. I was told that because
they had gone out of their
way to arrange this match for
me, my refusal was the height
of selfishness and I was an
ingrate. Angry, I took my children and left.
My children are now on
their own, and I'm involved
with a wonderful lady. We
have been invited to a family gathering in Los Angeles,
which will be attended by the
group from Chicago. My lady
friend has been pressing me
to meet more of my family.
I'm afraid to introduce her
because I'm afraid she'll see
how crazy my relatives are
and reject me. What should I
do? -- HAPPY IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR HAPPY: Talk about
good intentions run amok! Your
letter is a first -- and believe
me, I've seen some.
At first, I thought you and
your family came from some
other culture. Then I called
you, just to make sure, and
learned that you are third-generation American. It served to
remind me that people need
to be careful how hard they
shake the family tree because
it can cause the nuts to fall
out.
Under no circumstances
should you take your girlfriend
to meet these relatives unless
you first explain to her in
detail what you have told me.
Every family has a few
eccentrics, and it probably won't
bother her as much as it bothers you. But if these relatives
are as you described, she needs
to understand why she'll be
getting a cool reception. Forewarned is forewarned.
•••

lizing

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

:sign

Memory loss a result of
meds, not Alzheimer's
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
help me. I'm so depressed and
confused. My cholesterol was

copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like

232. My doctor put me on
Lipitor. After a few months,
he put me on Fosatnax. I took
a month's supply, and all of
a sudden I
was
so

a copy should send a long,
self-addlressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Both
dizzy. My of my hands are afflicted with
blood pres- Dupuytren's contracture. One of
sure went to my doctor's said surgery can
162/80. I've correct it. Another says to leave
never had a it alone as long as I can get
blood-pres- by. Using just the six remainsure prob- ing digits is no big handicap,
lem. Then, as I can play tennis, deal cards,
Dr. Gott two differ- etc. Dropping a cup or dish
ent days, I now and then has been my
forgot for a only problem. What do you
By
Dr. Peter Gott few minutes think? Surgery or no?
what day it
DEAR
READER:
was. One of my parents died Dupuytren's contracture is a
of Alzheimer's. My doctor right progressive tightening and
away said I probably had the thickening of the tissue under
beginnings of it. I almost did the skin of the palm. It is
away with myself. I've quit painless. This tightening and
the medications. Now my blood thickening causes the affected
pressure is 125/64. My daugh- fingers to bend inward toward
ter went on the Internet and the palm and become frozen
found that Lipitor can cause there, resisting extension. It
memory loss and a lot of other usually begins in one hand,
things. I'm 70 years old. What and eventually both hands
do you think?
become affected. Surgery can
DEAR READER: Lipitor be curative.
can cause memory loss and
Whether you have surgery
hypertension in some people. now or in the future is up to
Although your cholesterol is you, but I would vote for
somewhat elevated, I'm not repair now rather than later to
convinced that statin drugs are reduce the complexity of the
the most appropriate therapy. surgery and healing time.
I'd recommend niacin, flaxseed
To give you related inforor omega-3 fish oil as a first mation, I am sending you a
step in lowering your choles- copy of my Health Report "An
terol. I should also emphasize Informed Approach to Surgery."
that very rarely, some women Other readers who would like
have experienced increased a copy should send a long,
blood pressure that goes away self-addressed, stamped envewhen the statin medication is lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
discontinued.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
To give you related infor- Be sure to mention the title.
mation. I am sending you a

ContractBridge
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
VAKQ5
•AQ.14
•Q.1 8 72

WEST

EAST

•K3
•AQ 42
.108762
V93
•K 1073
•8 6 5
+A9
*10 6 4 3
SOUTH
41 10 9 8 7 5
111.1 4
•9 2
4K 5
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
14
Pass
1*
Dble
2•
Pass
24
44
Pass
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — six of hearts.
This deal occurred in a district
semifinal ofthe 2007 Grand National
Open Teams. It might seem that
South must lose three trump tricks
and the ace of clubs to go down one
at tOur spades, but looks can be
deceiving. A harmless-looking
defensive slip by East was all thc
declarer, Rich De Martino, needed to
hnng his contract home.
De Martino woo the opening
heart lead with the jack and took an
immediate diamond finesse. The ace
and king of hearts were led next, and
when East ruffed the king low, the

contract could no longer be defeated'
Declarer overruffed the deuce
with the five, took a second diamond
finesse and cashed the diamond ace,
discarding a club. Then came the
coup de grace, dummy's queen of
hearts.
What could East do? If he refused
to ruff, South would discard his
remaining club and lose only the AK-Q of spades. And if East ruffed
low, declarer could overrun', lead a
spade and lose only two trump tricks
and a club, or he could discard the
king of clubs and lose three trump
tricks.
In practice, East elected to ruff the
queen of hearts with the ace of
spades. but the horse was already out
of the ham. lk Martino simply discarded the king of clubs and conceded two more trump tricks to make
his game.
After the opening heart lead,
East had only one way to defeat the
contract, and that was to ruff
dummy's third heart with the ace tor
queen) of spades at trick four rather
than ruff low. A good case can be
made for inning high
as evidence
the actual deal — but not many players, in the heat of battle, would find
the inspiration to make this play.
At the other table. North played
in three notrump and could not score
more than four hearts, two diamonds
and two clubs for down one after an
opening heart lead by East.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
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1 Family nickname
4 Natural resin
7 - Khayyam
11 Arizona city
12 Volcanic dust
13 Big ostebrabon
14 Tender cutlets
15 Tire pressure
meas
16 Cable channel
17 Bordered
19 Dorm coverers
21 Drop in on
22 More than
asked
24 Dawn goddess
27 Astronaut Shepard
28 Kind of moth
29 Fund-raiser
32 In twos
34 Not do
35 Make sharper
36 Highchair wear
37 Paid homage
39 Hypothebcals

42 Bobby
of Itidy fame
Gold brick
Hill's opposite
Furrow maker
Earthenware

44
46
48
50

51 Geologic
divisions
52 Clergy mem
53 Numskull
54 It once was
wild
55 Draw on
56 Nutritious bean

DOWN
1 Soft leather
2 Portrait
3 Reduction
4 Drink like
Rover
5 Designate
6 Spud garnish
7 Ear molding
8 Resort staffer
9 Zurich peak
10 Skipped town
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26 Crestfallen
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29 Break in
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35 Lite savers
37 Midwest St
38 Kind of Jacket
39 Domed resi
dence
40 Rash behavior
41 ASAP
43 Oncife s abode
45 Gets sleepy
46 Natural moisture
47 Still exist
49 Twilight
to a poet
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*Become Dietary
Manager (average
annual salary $40.3741
eight months in
nkne training program
Awed by Tennessee
Technology Center
l)rtails W4PAV ticelizebetriton edu. 1 888-i86-2368 or email
oatricia roark Ottcrilizanetteon edu
e.t.a& over 1 millioo
,eaders with one call'
redact the classified
Ripartrnent of this
,
ewspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-2238821 for
[no(s information about
placing. 25-word clas
Aped in 70 newspa
iiers for only $250
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
eiusoness Opportunay
ahvays Remembered
Gravesite Gardening,
Maintenani e and
;tone Cleaning Full
,me Part time $600
onnual tee email
.crogham20070aol c
orri 502-608-3737
?view fiftyliftycorp corn
BUSINESS
SERVICES
-Attentior
iiorneowners wanted'
()moldy homes wanted
for vinyl siding. winilows. roofs baths
Guaranteed financing'
No payments until
January. 2008 Starting
at $99 month Call I
400-251-0843
INSTRUCTIONAL
• raining E ntoy ploy.f N in the clorV Why not
jet paw for it
Amerocan Heavy
Equipment Training
Can train you in just 14 weeks Start Now' 1%6 280-5836
.,we mhet corn
HELP WANTED
*Norwegian
Pharmaceutical
Company tiopanding in
U S Many positions
ivartable Earn up to
$1000 $4800-mo FT
$800-$1500/mo PT
based on performance
Training provided Cali
400-617-7965 or Fax
Resume EOE
*Now Hiring
Deckhands and cooks
for inland towboats 28
days on & 1404? Prior
vspenence not
required Competitive
wages Apply at
VCON4excearnarine corn
*Part time home
hr-serf Internet Nisi
riess Earn $500
$1000, month or more
I Iambi' hours Training
rovided No investment required FREE
detain YAM* k348 corn
*flock 8. Rom Trivet
tiring 18 25 sharp outgoing people lo TRAYEl the US representing leading publics
bons Expense paid
training Tranv holier
provided return tnp
guaranteed l80014825189
•Seekong Host Families
for exchange students
Has own insurance
and spending money
Primates World
AMMO American
intercultural Student
f wrung* I -SOO-Set IMG 1.800-742 54641
were anal corn
-Spencenan Color
slouisvelin has an
immediate opening tor
a Medical Laboratory
instructor Decanding
on qua/tritons. this
vell be 8 pail-fans or
tull-Iline poson
Must be MT or MIT
IASCP or edurvelent)
APPIcant must have
•xperience in donor
•criection and process
✓ig procedures
Qualified appecant
should submit region*
by an
to
!wirns•spenconan edu
.SPORTS EDITOR
The Meseenger vi
Marlisoeviee is looiung
for an expenenced
indmilual vino can lead
die two person Worts
-.tall 04 01% dairy news
paper creme and
manual a positive
notakinstop with the
sports communey
vinte 'must reser copy
era it •adv 'nil cid
local and rational
news rah style and
Gam Consort Tom

Clinton al 270-8243224 or by ti-rnail at
tclinton Othe-messenger corn
*TRAVEL THE USA
FOR PAY! Use your
pock up truck to delve
'new- Fhis nabcxweide
Motortiornes too! Get
paid to see the country
ewe honzontransport c
om
INSTRUCTIONAL
*Attend College Online
from home Medical
business. paralegal
computers. cnminal
Italica Job placement
assistance Financial
aid and computer provided if qualified Cali
866-858-2121,
wee OnlineTiclewaterT
ech corn
MEDICAL
•Absolutety No cost to
you" AM Brand New
Power Wheelchairs
hospital beds and
scooters Immediate
delivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
qualify
*New Power
Wheelchairs Scooters
Absolutely NO cost to
you' Act NOW before
program ends' Call Toil
Free 1-800-354 2066
PET/PET SUPPUES
*Happy Jack(R) NOVAT ION(R) protective
ban patented release
provides flea/ tick control for 8 months Al
Farmer Co-Ops
Tractor Supply Ace
Hardware ewe happy
ifickinc corn
REAL ESTATE
-FIRST TIME
OFFERED, Lakefront
with dock $74900 I.
acre lake access
$34.900 with FREE
boat slips Spectacular
160.000 acre Kentucky
Lake Excellent financ
mg Cali 1-800-7043154 Old 1323 KY Land
Partners. LLC
•TENNESSEE LAKE
BARGAIN' 1. Acre$29900 FREE
Pontoon Boat'
Beautifully wooded par
cat we access to Jimmy
Houston endorsed fish
ing lake' Pnvate lake
front community with
free boat slips Paved
roads utilities soots
tested LAKEFRONT
available Excellent
financing Call now 1
688-792-5253,x 1281
SPORTMG/SPORTING GOODS
*CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF COUN TRY
CLUB Georgetown
Voted •1 public access
golf course by
GorfWeek Magazine
Join us for your next
round or Outing Call
502-570 9649
.Gun Shoe July 28-29
Sat 9-5 & Sun 9-4
LOUtSvilie Ky Clarion
Hotel and Conference
Center (Exit 15 off
641 Buy. Sell. Trade
Info 15631927-8175
TRAVEL
•Oestin. f on Walton
Beach South Walton &
Port St Joe Florida
Stay in beautiful beach
homes Colt89011 and
condos Vise tioebsee
Reserve on-line'
www SouthernResorts
corn 900-737-2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
41 Truck Driving
School Training for
Swift. Werner & others
Dedicated Regional/
Local *perm MON*
Home weekly! Open 7
dem** 1 800 AA-t
0171
*Ones( 85K Sign-on
bonus for experienced
teams Dry van 8 Terrir
control Solo jobs al,
availabie Regional. 4,
OTR 0.0s & COL A
grads welcome Call
Covenant (888)684
25l9 EOE
•Orryier Aro you
ova S star pay/ %Nil
rimers are wits
Practical rnisege and
lop 10 per uP 10
$3 000 sign-on bonus
Students arid On)ono
come Clase-A
required Call today'
877-774-5313
WW1,00/4010N1 co,
iOrtver Devil psi
row career awl 11/
nor Company on

oared CU_ training in 3
weeks. Must be 21.
Have CI)L7 Tuition
reimbursement! CRST.
886-400-2778.
n3nver- Knight
Transportation- Hot
mess to match Knights
Hot Red Trucks'
Deliver today- Gel paid
todayl Weekly home
time, 1st raise 0 30
days! Full benefit package. Call JoyceQuality today- 888-3464639. ilmos OTR expononce required. Owner
ops 800-437-5907
OAVVI knighttrans.corn
*Driver Owner
Operators ONLY
Regional freight from
Louisville $1 24prn
average' Horne often &
weekends Plates
available NOT forced
dispatch Call Max at
T&T, 1-800-511-0082
•Onver Recent PAY
INCREASE 43cpm to
47cpm. Guarantee
nornetime. company Or
tease purchase available. BC!ESS. CDC-A
and 6 months experience required 800441-4271 eirt KY-100
'DRIVER SOLO &
TEAM DRIVERS
$1.000 Sign-On
Bonus for Teams Only.
'Home Daily &
Weekends Off.
'Dedicated Account &
Route 'No Touch
Freight. 'Drop & Hook
'Local/ Regional! Overthe-road •Pad Time/
Casual • TO() Pay &
Benefits Class-A COL
Hazmat endorsement
& lyr exp reqd CALL
SOO- 793-3754
wee ryderlde corn
RYDER EOE Drug
testing is a condition of
employment
*Onvers- ACT NOW'
Sign-On Bonus 36 to
45cpoe $1000, wkly
$0 lease. St 20prn
CDC-A .3 mos OTR
800-635-8669
*Dnvers Class-A
Shuttle' Swechers
Immediate Openings
3rd Shift. No Touch
Freight. Good Benefits
Local Louisville KY
Area 2 yr recent sip
required 502-452-1098
ewe abdrrvers corn

Britney Spears behaved badly at OK!
magazine photo shoot, editor reports
NEW YORK (AP) — Bntney

designer dies, treating it like "a

Spears sat back and watched as

napkin." took trequent trips to

Representatives for Spears had

her

the bathroom — leaving the

offered an exclusive interview

Yorkshire

terrier

puppy

iiRegional Flatbed
Drivers NOW PAYING
$ 40/mile", Earn
$50.000 PLUS 6%
Bonus' Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week', Groat bene.
fits including 401K'6
mo IJt&CiasxA COL
req d Wabash Valleir
Transportation. Inc
800-246-6305
ewe wvlonline con,
*Want home most
weekends with TOM
pay
,RUC Heartiands
Ohio regional' $ 45.
MAO company drivers
$1 ISfor operators' 12
months OTR required
Heartland Express I
800-441-4953
ewe eeareandex
press corn

Free
Pallets
Loading
Dock of
Murray
Ledger 81
Times

representative

at

Jive

Records, Spears' record label,
didn't immediately

return

a

door open — and complained

that was intended as career

that the high-end clothing put

comeback for the singer, Ivens

phone call and e-mail seeking

rnagazine.

together for the July 19 fashion

said.

comment Wednesday.

"I wasn't in the room but I was
there to hear the upset shrieks of

shoot weren't sexy, short or tight
enough, the magazine said.

"What actually transpired on
the day was a shock to us and

"She needs to have a really
strong team to advise her what

the stylist," editor-in-chief Sarah

After about three hours, the

left me and the whole crew feel-

Ivens told The Associated Press

25-year-old singer bolted, walk-

ing quite shocked and sad, real-

to do, what not to do," Ivens

in

ing

ly," she said.

said. "And then, if she gets that,

a

phone

interview

away

with

more

than

Wednesday. "Her assistant dealt

S14,000 of borrowed apparel,

with it in the end, after being

Ivens said.

asked to take care of it. They
had to be asked to clear it up."
Spears also wiped grease on a

OK! publicist Brian Strong
said the magazine didn't publish

"I've never seen anything like

I'm sure she can pull it around.
It's all there. She's got talent.

the photos in its latest issue

it," she said. "It's definitely the

because they "weren't up to

She just needs to get her prion-

most bizarre shoot I've ever

standard."

ties straight, I think."

Horoscope
HA/TN
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday. July 27, 2007:
Your year presents interesting
challenges, professionally and
personally. A sibling or someone
you consider a sibling might
start acting quite strange. Ride
this transformation out, as the
end results might not be obvious. Use care with buying cars,
computers or any machinery
involving communication. Be
willing to blaze a new trail and
make needed changes to your
day-to-day life. If you're bored,
spice up your life. If you are single. be wary of a relationship
that enters your life at this time.
This person has some deep-rooted issues. If you are attached,
often communication could be
difficult. Actions speak louder
than words. CAPRICORN is an
anchor.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Take a deep breath. What
was light and frivolous could
suddenly become a responsibility in the next few months. The
key is not to make any decisions
until fall, especially about partnership matters Tonight A force
to be dealt with

Bigar
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Venus, your planetary
ruler, does a backward jig.
Understand that in the following
weeks and months, you could be
out of sorts. The smart Taurus
will observe, think and make
decisions later
Be smart!
Tonight Take off for a mini
retreat
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have a way of
handling matters that sometimes
confounds others Do try to be
clear, especially with children
and loved ones A creative project could take another twist or
turn once more Hang in there
Tonight
Go with another's
choice
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Know when to do nothing and head in a new direction
You might be full of energy, but
just the same, allow others to
have more say You all will be
happier that way. Investigate
news with a cynical eye Tonight
Say 'yes'
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Listen and absorb the
obvious Sometimes you might
not like what occurs within a
fnendship or interaction At this
moment, focus on cleanng out
as much as possible so you can
enter the weekend happy and
carefree. Tonight Wind down
wrth a friend
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A nsk might appear like
a sure bet, but there is just no

such thing Restrain yourself
from going overboard, or you
could have a problem at the last
minute Realize what is happening within your immediate circle.
Tonight Tngger tun, and everyone will enjoy themselves
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Questioning your limits
might be important, but so is
understanding what needs to
happen. You could be out of
skew for several months, as your
ruler does a backward jig. Slow
down and curb impulsiveness
Tonight: Be happy to be at home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You mean what you say
and say what you mean. The
problem lies in that others might
misunderstand. Try to walk in
their shoes and gain insight.
Keep communication flowing: listen and listen some more.
Tonight: Hang out.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
***** Your ability to see
beyond the obvious is a gift.
Right now, don't indulge yourself, and live in the present. A little more skepticism will take you
far Tonight. Treat a fnend.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your smile draws
many people. Be sure you want
what they are offenng, because
you will witness the effects of
what others offer If you don't like
someone or a situation, back
out You can still do that gracefully. Tonight: As you wish.
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pooped on a $6,700 designer
gown at a photo shoot for OK!

*Drivers Run behseet
Kentucky and
California Must hao
r2/two years exper,
ence Verifiable driving
and produce experience Also dry freight
loads New Peterbilts
and benefits Call 1
800-865-3074
*Drovers Werner.
Transport America &
US Xprgss Are looking
for 75 drover trainees
immediately' Good
driving record, drug
free, earn $700. weekly Weekend 8 Evening
classes now forming
Reserve your position
today' 1-866-744-3844

been on."

1 r11101)

respond to usher..

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** You might be taking a leap
of faith and moving a project in a
totally new direction. What was
impossible now could become
probable if you remain open. You
see life with renewed interest,
though

you might choose to

keep most of your perceptions to
yourself. Tonight. Vanish once
more.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Hold back and keep your
opinions to yourself, especially if
others seem a bit strange or out
of sorts. You are entering a very
insightful few months where you
get to see others under pressure. Observe and don't judge.
Tonight. Follow

your friends'

lead

BORN TODAY
Professional wrestler Triple H
(1969), figure

skater

Peggy

Fleming (1948), TV producer
Norman Lear (1922)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.jacqueIlnebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King
Syndicate Inc.
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Exercise struggles to find
place in kids' high-te0 lives
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
As children go back to school and
see the leisure time they enjoyed during
the summer cut significantly, Eleanor
Mills has a recommendation for parents
regarding keeping their kids engaged in
physical activity.
"My suggestion is that they have as
much outside time as they have television time or computer time or game
time." said Mills. assistant supenntendent of curriculum for Murray Independent School District. "If you start saying they can watch TV for 30 minutes,
they should have physical activity for
30 minutes. It's a good way to keep
them active instead of Just sitting around."
Mills' suggestion is just one way to
keep kids exercising their bodies and
staying healthy in the age of digital
entertainment and video games. According to Mills. there are four needs educators attempt to meet in children social, emotional, physical and academic. II one pays any heed to recent childhood obesity statistics, physical needs
are not being adequately met.
According to the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey iNHANESI,
16 percent of children and adolescents
between the ages of 6 and 19 were overweight in 2002. That was a 45 percent

increase from the II percent estimate
made in 1995.
"Childhood obesity is one of the
biggest things happening in the nation right
now and it's not like it just slipped up
on us," said Skylar Cotton, owner of APlus Karate in Murray. "It's a plague
that's going on in the nation and to me,
that's more important than the price of
gas. It's pretty important."
Cotton is doing his pan to buck that
trend through classes his business offers
to four different age groups year-olds, 6-to-12-year olds. teens and
adults. A-Plus Karate opened last September and enrolled as many as 60 people at times during the year. A-Plus doesn't limit the amount of classes kids can
attend either, allowing children to take
up to 10 to 12 hours a week of instruction.
But Cotton wants to make the classes he offers more accessible and convenient for kids, which is why he's kickstarting a new after-school program in
August. Under the program, children will
be transported directly from school to
A-Plus, where they will participate in classes. Cotton said some parents had trouble getting children to 4:15 and 5:15
classes last year. The after-school program will make it easier on those par•s..EXERCISE. Page 3

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger E. Times

Keaston Johnson (foreground) and Ezra Morgan at A-Plus Karate Monday.

BULLY PROOF?
Every 7 minutes a child is bullied.
Don't let yours be one of them.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
1 -FREE Uniform • 4-We
1,C1,i

ars:wooer cor.
Kids need to make sure to factor in time for physical activity during school.

Oro
$65_0

761-KICK
6058 South 12th Stroot
Murray. KY 42071
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•Exercise
From Page 2
ents.
also offers a Kindergym program for
Cotton said he thinks kids have a children ages 3 to 6.
more difficult time balancing their many
With opportunities for physical activresponsibilities today than they did in ity ranging from team sports to individthe past.
ual sports such as gymnastics and karate
Juggling school, home life and phys- to riding bicycles and playing pick-up
ical activity can be a difficult task for games in neighborhoods, why do so
many children.
many parents struggle to keep their kids
"Kids now are expected to do so active?
much more, be involved in so much
"You have to find something they
more," he said. "They have to have a enjoy," Scott said. "You don't want them
fine balance. There's so much more unhappy. The more fun they're having,
thrown on them."
usually the more they'll want to go and
Aaron Scott, owner of Universal Kidz enjoy it.
gymnastics on Ky. 94 East, points out
"The parents also have to serve as a
that regular exercise is not only neces- model, working out and staying active
sary to keep the body in shape, but also themselves. You have parents that go
the mind.
home and sit around and don't do any"I think it keeps them motivated, gives thing and then tell their kids to work
them better self-esteem," he said. "If out. Just set a good role model."
they're in any kind of team involvement
Cotton echoed Scott's recommendahere, it helps build social skills and helps tion, encouraging parents to give kids
them all around. Instead of just going options and help them discover what
home and sitting around watching TV, they like.
this gives them an opportunity to stay
'Take them to watch different things,"
active and keep moving."
he said. 'They don't have to be thrust
Universal Kidz offers both recreation- into it with no knowledge as to what's
al and competitive gymnastics programs going to happen. Take them to watch a
as well as a competitive cheer and dance football game. Bring them to a karate
program. Kids involved in the cheer and class. Let them check it out and see
dance program usually devote four to what they think. Open their minds up a
five hours a week while the competitive little bit, but give them encouragement
gymnastics program requires about 10 instead of pressure. That's the biggest
to 12 hours per week. Universal Kidz thing."

University Square • 303 N. 12th St. • 759-2100
WWW yin!agerose.com

TOMMY DILLARDIedger

Ezra Morgan practices a kick in a class at A-Plus Karate Monday.
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It's in the

Stores stock up on
latest styles; schools
place restrictions
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
For children looking to stand out from
the crowd and make a statement on the
first day of school, a shopping trip to
secure a brand new backpack might be
Just what the doctor ordered.
"The parents look at if the hag's going
to hold up or last through the year,"
said Heather Bell, owner of lean-Marie's
and seller of embroidered backpacks for
kids "The kids look at what fun patdifferent from
terns are on it and if
what esersone else has
Welcome to the annual hack -to-school
shopping spree Parents and kids ss ill
soon he hitting the stores in order to
equip the youngsters lot another sear of
tests.hilrne% ork and art projects, and backpacks are one of the bigger. more costIs items families will he shopping for.
But what's going to he popular this
seat as fat as hook -cans mg utilities go'
Nlicah Green. manager at (oody's.
has been a hit surprised hs the stock of
hookbags he's re.ei.ed so tar this sum MCI Green .0inectures that instead of
traditional ha kpa..k.. the lashionahle
stsle this seat %ill he user-the-shoulder
p.i Is with a strap that goes across the

wearer's chest.
'We've gotten very few that are just
like a regular backpack.' Green said.
"We have probably three times as much
of (the shoulder-strap style) as opposed
to a normal backpack with two straps."
For those looking for a more personal look, a custom embroidered backpack
from lean-,Marie's might satisfy. The specialty shop on South 12th Street offers
kids the chance to personalize their bags
with a name or logo. Bell said she primanly sells to elementary-age children.
A personalized backpack not only allows
kids to make a statement but can also
he good for identification purposes. Bell
said.
"People want to be able to identit)
their backpack when they're on a row
of hooks in school," she said.
Bell said she hasn't noticed one particular stsle of bag that has been most
Popular so far this year.
•Eserytxxly's just kind of looking for
the fun patterns or something different,'
she said. "There's not a real popular one
this year - not yet, at least."
But before rushing out and buying a
new backpack. parents and children should
Familiarize themselves with their school's

backpack policy. Most schools have them
and some policies place restrictions on
what types and styles of bookbags are
acceptable.
Some schools, such as Calloway County High School, have banned backpacks
altogether as a preventive measure. Bookbags of any type are not allowed inside
the CCHS building, public information
officer David Dowdy said, and students'
purses and sport bags are inspected every
day as they enter the building.
"It's a preventive measure." Dowdy
said. "It just keeps temptation down."

Other schools, such as Murray High
School, Murray Middle and Calloway
County Middle, allow kids to bring backpacks to and from school, but once they
arrive, bags must be kept in the lockers throughout the day. At these schools,
students are not allowed to take backpacks into classrooms.
"It's a precautionary measure," said
Mike Robinson, Murray High school
resource officer. "I think most schools
nationwide are going to that policy. With
MI See BACKPACKS, Page 5
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Books about starting the school year help kids overcome anxiety
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
Associated Press Writer
"Are you ready for school?"
That's a pretty big question for a little kid. It could mean, are you dressed,
with teeth and hair brushed? Is your
backpack ready with all the supplies
inside? Or, can you handle what might
be your first day away from home?
Cute, pint-size pig Cornelius P. Mud
can confidently say "Yes!" to all of the
above — and he does in the new picture book "Cornelius P. Mud, Are You
Ready for School?" (Candlewick, ages
2-5), by Barney Saltzburg.
Of course, Cornelius is an unconventional pig and does manage to put his
own spin on school: He stands at the
bus stop upside down.

The book is ages 3-6) 1,51 Jacquelyn Mitchard, illusamong many that trated by Paul Ratz de Tagyos.
aim to ease chilBefore Rory will be convinced he's
dren's fears and ready to start Remarkable Raccoon SubCornelius P. Mud, answer questions urban School, he has to pass a test he's
about what goes set for himself: a sleepover at his cousins'
on inside that place house. It's the first time he'll be away
called
school from his parents. He leaves with tears
they've heard so running down his face, but as soon as
much about. Some he sees his cousins having a ball hangbooks are geared toward those going off ing upside down, all is right in Rory's
to nursery school, others for new kinder- world.
gartners or kids starting another grade
By the time his friends come to pick
that can seem like a life-altering move. him up for the first day of school, Rory
The books are a gentle reminder to declares, "I think I'll like school, but
parents that there are a lot of emotions home will still be my favorite place."
tied to the first day of school.
—"Let's Take Over the Kindergarten"
Some 2007 titles:
(Bloomsbury, ages 3-6) by Richard Hamil—"Ready,Set, School!"(HarperCollins, ton, illustrated by Sue Heap.

Kindergartners get their chance to rule
the school when their teacher, Miss Tuck,
gets stuck in the jungle gym.
The children waste no time changing
the rules. They think it's a good idea to
play with water, then with glue and then
paint the whole place. But they learn
their lesson when Molly and Polly fight
over a dolly, and Tim pinches Kim.
The most grown-up decision they can
make is to spring Miss Tuck and start
acting like children again.
—"How Do Dinosaurs Go to School?"
(Blue Sky/Scholastic, ages 3-5) by Jane
Yolen and Mark Teague.
The latest installment in the popular
series that puts dinosaurs in everyday

who play a sport must place sport bags
in a designated room when they enter
the building in the morning. At the end
of the day, they can retrieve their bag
and head to practice or a game, but they
have no access to it during the school
day, Dowdy said.
Both Calloway County Middle and
East Calloway Elementary require all
bookbags to be clear or mesh as a pre-

that by losing that student's trust and
that's an important thing with teenagers.
We want them to trust us. We want that
trust to go both ways.
"My philosophy is, I would much
rather prevent somebody from wanting
to do something. I want our students to
feel safe and secure, that's the only way
they're going to learn. I don't want to
do anything that's going to hurt that."

ARE YOU
READY FOR
SCI-400L?

II See BOOKS Page 10

•Backpacks
From Page 4
today's society, unfortunately, we have
had incidents, luckily not here locally,
but even as close as Paducah where
we've had some really bad problems."
Robinson said students are allowed
ample time to go to their lockers between
classes and have to work out a schedule that works best for them.
Calloway County Middle takes regulations a step farther, however. Students

Murray

ventive measure as well.
For Robinson, deciding what regulations to put in place in his schools is a
tough decision, and one that must try to
balance prevention with maintaining student trust.
'We try not to search students' bags
unless we have a need to or have a suspicion of something," he said. "You're
really walking a fine line when you do

Calloway County ...

Home to two great school systems, one nationally ranked
university, and only one financial institution — The Murray Bank.
As Murray's only local bank, all the educational support
provided by The Murray Bank stays right here in your hometown,
helping your kids and neighbors! So, whether your kids are into
academics, athletics, the arts, or all the above, your friends at
The Murray Bank are supporting them and their school system.
What else would you expect from Murray's only local bank?
The Murray Bank — small enough to know you...big enough
to serve you!

1)

01.a.a
he
Aquilay Bank
405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street
www.themurraybank.com
270-753-5626
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Debbie Ernstberger, who heads it Stutechnology leadership program and
teaches computer classes at East Calloway County Elementary,said young children come to school with some familiarity with computers.
-They seem to be coming in at all
stages of awareness of computers, depending on their background at home," she
said. "They're very well adapted to the
mouse and the keyboard. Of course we
have a few that have not been introduced to that yet; we have a wide spectrum of skills and abilities when they
come in."
East has two computer labs equipped
with age appropriate software. Students
go to the lab with their classes regularly. often on a daily basis.
The student technology leadership program is another way students at East
can familiarize themselves with computers. Ernstherger said she tries to meet
with the group three to five times per
week, where they learn how to utilize
computer applications that they could use
in a business or presentation. The group
also perio4traily makes presentations at
the state and regional level.
MES utilizes educational games such
as Reader Rabbit to introduce children
to computers. Back said.
"It's a delivery mechanism," he said.
-The kid doesn't realize he's being taught
something, he thinks he's playing a
game,"
Ernstberger agrees.
"You have to present things in a very
kid-friendly way." she said. "With kindergannet's, I start the year out with a "liv
ing book," which is a story that when
you touch the pictures in the book, it
interacts with the students."
Ernstberger also utilizes software that
helps kids become familiar with shapes,
letters and colors.
At MUITIty schools, children are started on keyboarding techniques at the elementary level, learning the home keys
and proper linger placement and body
posture for typing.
"Years ago. this was only in high
schools and middle schools,- Back said.
"Not a year goes by in their K-I2 education that they're not touching a computer at sonic time. We have kids who
can use PowerPoint in elementary. school."
A computer class is offered along with
traditional music, an and PE classes at
NIES. Also, teachers are increasingly
utilizing computers in the classroom to
teach concepts that used to be taught
through a blackboard or a textbook.
For many children, teaching through
computers might he the most relevant
teaching method available, Back said.
"Our society has a generation that has
been brought up with not just a TV in
the home, hut a TV in every room, the
hand-held games and everything else."
he said. "You've got to capture their
attention. They're used to looking at a
computer screen, so we put projectors
in the classroom and connect them to
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Elementary-age children enter school more
computer savvy than ever before
By TOMMY DILLARD
Stan Writer
With the heavy reliance placed upon technology in today's society.
familiarizing )(lung children with computers is no longer a matter of if
but when.
s,hook increasingly emphasize the use of computers in daily classroom
tea.lung techniques and the child that enters elementary school with no
computing experience might be at a disadvantage.
For many children. experimenting with computers begins in the home
at the preschool level or before.
"Children are exposed to computers at a much earlier age," said Rusty
Back, chief information officer for Murray Independent School District.
"Whether it starts on a (Nintendo) Wu, Sony Playstation or on a PC, they
are familiar with computers."
In a recent poll conducted by MISD, 82 percent of Murray Elementary
School students have Internet access at home. Of the 18 percent that don't.
many have PC or video game access.
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Increased familiarity with computers
among young children has schools
and teachers scrambling to integrate computers into their daily
teaching methods and parents wondering when is a good time to start
their offspring on computing.
their computers. The kids are taking it
in because they're used to looking at a
computer screen."
With computers so heavily emphasized in elementary schools, what is a
good age for parents to start familiarizing their kids with using computers? Ernstberger says the right time is different
for each child.
"It all depends on the child and his
interests." she said. "If I have a child
that is not really interested in sitting
down and reading, I'm not going to force
him to sit down for an hour a day at
a computer. You kind of go with the
child and when they're ready, but then
there are times when you have to introduce things anyway. Certainly it would
be good by the time they're entering
school or a little bit prior to that, 4 or
5 years old, or even earlier."
According to Back, games on the PC
are a good way to integrate kids into
using a computer as well as help educate them on other topics.
"Not just games that are mind-numbing, but there are also a lot of educational games that are also teaching, helping them get a head start at school," he
said.

By ANICK JESDANUN
AP Internet Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Almost every
lesson on Internet safety warns against
posting personal information such as phone
numbers and school names.
Researchers are now suggesting,
though, that such advice, however wellintentioned, doesn't necessarily make children safer from predators and related
threats.
In a recent study published in the
Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent
Medicine, researchers found no evidence
that sharing personal information increases the chances of online victimization,
such as unwanted sexual solicitation and
harassment.
Rather, victimization is more likely to
result from other online behavior, such
as talking about sex with people met
online and intentionally embarrassing
someone else on the Internet.
"For a long time, we really didn't
know," said Michele Ybarra, one of the
study's authors. "It made sense if you
post or send information you increase
your risk. It's also a very easy message:
Don't post personal information and you'll
be safe."
But Ybarra, who is president of the
nonprofit Internet Solutions for Kids,
warned that parents and educators must
now reassess the lessons, saying resources

may be wasted on tips that do not address
the underlying problem.
Instead of discouraging children from
communicating, she said, the better
approach is to teach them about what
at-risk behaviors to avoid and warning
signs to spot.
"We now need to be a lot more specific and accurate in our message," she
said.
The research, published in February,
was based on telephone surveys of 1,500
Internet users ages 10 to 17.
In a separate study of 2,574 lawenforcement agencies, researchers found
that online sex crimes rarely involve
offenders lying about their ages or sexual motives. The 2004 study, published
in Journal of Adolescent Health, said
offenders generally aren't strangers, and
pedophiles aren't luring unsuspecting children by pretending to be a peer.
"Most of these sexual-victimization
(cases) happen at the hands of people
they know, and a lot happen at the hands
of peers," said Janis Wolak, co-author
of both studies and a researcher with
the University of New Hampshire's Crimes
Against Children Research Center.
The research also found that online
victims tend to be teens with troubles
offline, such as poor relationships with
parents, loneliness and depression.
"A lot of parents. I think, can breathe

a big sigh of relief," said Anne Collier,
editor of the online newsletter Net Family News. "If their kids are just socializing with their friends online, they are
going to be fine."
Nancy Willard, author of "Cyber-Safe
Kids, Cyber-Savvy Teens," said predators don't need to be snatching kids by
piecing together clues from personal information when they can go for the lowhanging fruit — the teens specifically
engaging in at-risk behavior, such as
posting sexually provocative images in
their profiles.
Many Internet-safety experts remain
skeptical that parents and educators can
let their guard down on the posting of
personal information at sites like Facebook and News Corp.'s MySpace.
"The only way they can get into trouble is if they end up meeting the stranger,
and that's going to come from giving
out personal information," said Susan
Sachs, chief operating officer with the
nonprofit Common Sense Media."It's pretty clear to connect the dots between personal information and predators."
Monique Nelson, executive vice president of the Internet safety group Web
Wise Kids, said kids "don't have the
sense of ... knowing when a predator
would be grooming them" so a blanket
message against posting personal information is a good first line of defense.

.1dbuildercom

Amanda Lenhart, a senior research
specialist at the Pew Internet and American Life Project, agrees that the attention on personal information may be misplaced, but she said caution may still be
wise.
"There is something to be said for
preserving your privacy for other reasons," Lenhart said, noting that too much
information could come to haunt teens
when they apply for college or jobs.
"Safety is not necessarily the No. I reason."
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Keepin' Up
New year can mean scheduling anxiety for parents
By ANGIE WAGNER
For The Associated Press
Shannon Conner keeps a 2-foot-by-3foot calendar on the wall and also carnes a Palm. just to make sure she knows
which of her six kids belongs at which
activity.
The Indianapolis mom used to have
a Me: Choose one sport and one
non-sport a season. But then
her Ill-year-old daughter,
Grace. wanted to do so
much. Grace's schedule now goes like
this swim team.
kickball, basketball, volleyball.
student council
and Girl Scouts
Every day an
activity
And Conner.
who has said no
to still other
activities. WorIs it tor/
ries:
much"
A new school y eat
means it's time for parents to
schedule atterschool and weekend activities again
They've heard the experts: Children
.need some unstructured time to make up
their own games. find their own friends
and problem solve..
"Children need down time to relax
and decompress, just like adults." says
Paul Donahue. a child psychologist in
Scarsdale. s Y "They also need time to
just explore. play on their own and use
their imagmatiiin"
Yet the riCsstlfe
sl.hedtilc and
vs cr.( hedule
remains strong Will
your huld tall behind it she doesn't take
CI ol ballet with her friends' Could
),otl haSe the . woild's nes,t piano prodigy if only you gist' him the right lessons now ' And anyhow. who doesn't
want the kids doing something sate and
supers ised when mom and dad aren't
around'
For parents contemplating which •
.14.11s lilt's to sign their
and how I11.111
children up ti n hi'. I.ull ,i.111C guide
lines limn the poi.
Say no lust. unless there s a good
reason ti' •,,, 'Cs
That's the ads ice of William Ditheris. a University ot Minnesota professor
who co-founded Putting l-amily Post. an
organization that raises .1Aarelless os el scheduled kids
Parenting has become .1 tomi ot coin petition. hc says "Parents are more worried that the children are not keemng
up."

Of course, a lot depends on each play with other kids, then playing on
child. In Conner's case, it's Grace who's their own, and only then organized activpushing her to say yes.
ities.
"When you have a kid that wants to
"The problem is when those strucdo something, it's hard. You have to set tured activities come at the price of famboundaries with that child," Conner says. ily time, like meals together, time to
-She sees the (enrollment) forms and hang out as a family," he says.
she wants to know when we're turning
Little kids, especially, may need more
them in."
time between activities.
The camps, sports
Kimm Ellis, of Indio, Calif., signed
leagues and other her son Cabot, then 2, up for a 7 a.m.
activities
keep swim class twice a week before presending the forms school. For about seven months, he loved
to maintain or it.
grow
their
Then he started crying and screaming
enrollment in the car.
numbers.
"I think he was overscheduled. It was
"Once just bad timing," says Ellis, who pulled
you've done Cabot out of swimming.
something,
"He's much happier," she says.
it's like you're
On the Web:
in that loop.
They market to
National Alliance for Youth Sports:
the oversched- http://www.nays.org
First:
uled child," ConPutting
Family
ner says. "We're on http://www.puttingfamilyfirstorg
Moms
Team:
the sucker list."
hup://www.momsteam.com
What's the rush?
Paul Donahue: http://www.drpauldonAt:wooer com
The choices for ahue.com
babies as young as 6
months can include music, tumbling,
dance, Spanish and sign language, but
the best reason for enrolling might be
just- to give mom or dad a chance to
get out of the house.
Even preschoolers don't really need
any structured activity, according to Doherty.
"You're not actually doing them any
good beyond just playing. You have to
ask yourself, why do ill It's social comparison." he said.
In sports. forget teaching technique or
proper form until a child is at least It,
according to Brooke de Lench. editor of
the site www.monisteam.coni.
What it a child is particularly good.
at a sport' Playing something intensively trom age 4 or 5 often makes it
child want to drop out later and ti
something different, she says.
Donahue. author of the new book
"Parenting Without fear- I August. St. Martin's Press agrees: Specializing too young
can make the sport feel like a job. he
say s
De suggests limiting actisities to on
or two a season when children are mulct
It Older kids often have two or three
activities going. but he suggests keeping
at least one or two days a week open.
Make time for family and play r
Look at sports and activities as pan
of a pyramid. Doherty suggests: The base
is lots of family time, then unstructured
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Guidelines for keeping
kids'schedules — and
_yours — sane this fall
By The Associated Press
Tips on creating a balanced schedule of activities for kids after sc
and on weekends:
week.
— Try not to schedule any ac
ities for at least one or two days
— Look for sports leagues that aren't
too competitive and emphasize having fun, learning sportsmanship, un
standing rules and developing b
skills.
— Remember that each child
different. What's right for one
not work for another.
— Read your child and watch
signs of stress. Do they seem tir
Is homework getting done? Do
have enough free time? Are f
meals being skipped too much to
accommodate activities?
— Be aware that some sports
require an immense amount of time
for practices and games and can cause
strain on kids and families.
— Remember that kids don't have
to do everything at once. Some activities can wait til next year.
Sources: Paul Donahue, child psychologist, and William Doherty, cofounder of Putting Family First.
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Shaggy stylin'
The hot hairstyle for boys this year?
Long and shaggy, thanks to TV showstight
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Here they come
— the next generation of mop tops.
In the 1960s, boys embraced longer,
shaggier hair in the spirit of The Beat
les. Today's kids are taking their cues
from the stars of live-action shows on
the Disney Channel, Nickelodeon and
the like.
"We're definitely seeing trends mos
ing toward the moppish look. I've also
heard it called the blowout. It started on
the West Coast and seems to be making its way east," reports Julie Vargas,
who oversees stylist training at Sport Clips,
a 400-plus franchise hair salon that targets men and boys.
The look crosses age groups, "even
high school and the early 20s," she adds.
"The influence is from Disney Channel
on up through the music industry and
movie stars."
In 1993, when the first Sport Clips
opened in Georgetown, Texas, the hair
icons were Michael Jordan, with his shaved
head, and wacky Dennis Rodman, often

with
blond curls,
I don't like to get
Vargas
says.
my hair cut. Girls
Before that,
like it long - and it's boys wantthe flat
good for a rock 'n' ed
that
top
Brian
roll career.
Bosworth
wore.
— Alex Wolff "There's
9-year-old star of no one who
Nickelodeon's "The is a frontrunner to
Naked Brothers Band" be
the

pp

icon- now, Vargas says.

That has left room for high school
and college athletes to make an impression on younger boys — and many of
them wear their hair in a longer, fringe
style, observes Amy Williams, chairwoman
of the fashion design department at California College of the Arts. The style is
associated especially with swimmers,
snowboarders and skateboarders, she says.
Disney and Nickelodeon have tapped into

adbuildercom

lodeon, the mop top is "in" again.
Thanks to TV shows on Disney and Nicke
casual."
look
and
,
sports
me
extre
children's interest in
Unlike girls, boys are unlikely to walk
their young stars have that look.
a hair salon with a photograph of
"It looks like they just got out of the into
ms.
Willia
pool and shook their heads," says
GY Page 10
"It's all very 'done' but they want it to U See SHAG
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—"Lissy's Friends" (Viking, ages 3
and up) by Grace Lin.
Lissy really wants to make new friends,
but since the kids at school aren't recep0,111DERGART
4
tive at first, she takes matters into her
own hands — literally. She makes paper
friends, using origami. They make good
company and attract other children, too.
---"I Don't Like to Read" (Viking,
ages 5 and up) by Nancy Carlson.
Henry can't understand why all his
friends in the first grade like to read so
much. All those letters don't make much
sense.
His teacher explains that everyone
learns to read in their own way and,
with a little extra help at school and a
little extra reading time at home, Henry
sees the joy in it and passes on his wisdom to his little brother.
—"Oliver and Amanda: Amanda Pig,
First Grader" (Dial, ages 4 and up) by
Jean Van Leeuwen, illustrated by Ann is learning how to read. It's the only
way she'll know where not to play ball
Schweninger.
The first thing Amanda notices when and when it's time to enjoy cupcakes
she boards the bus as a first grader is for a classmate's birthday.
to
Kindergarten"
—"Off
that the seats don't seem as tall as they
did when she was a mere kindergartner. (Cartwheel/Scholastic, ages 4-8) by Tony
And she doesn't have to take a nap. Johnston, illustrated by Melissa Sweet.
How big a backpack does one need
And she gets to play on the big kids'
for kindergarten? Well, you need space
playground!
What turns out to be most important for a stuffed bear and his chair, cookin the world of a first grader, however. ies and milk, books and an easel to paint

situations. The centrosaunises and iguanodons make surprisingly good role models for young readers: They never roughhouse or punch. and they don't even
think about making a grab for a classmate's packed lunch. Instead, they carefully navigate the room so they're not
disruptive and they're happy to give a
hand -- guess that's what you'd call it
-- when classmates need help.
---"Harry and the Dinosaurs Go to
School" (Random House, ages 3-7) by
Ian Whybrow and illustrated by Adrian
Reynolds.
Harry can't be scared about going to
school because his pet Stegosaurus is
nervous enough for both of them. But
the shaky dinosaur rises to the occasion
when Harry introduces him to another
boy who is even more apprehensive.
The first day of school ends with a
happy group of new friends.
--"The Bus Stop" (Dutton, ages 3
and up) by Janet Morgan Stoeke.
The bus stop is a crossroads for all
sorts of kids --- kids with different interests, different pets, different hair colors.
But when the "awfully big and tall bus"
roars down the road headed for their little spot, the children realize they have
a lot in common and are happy the bus
stop gives them a reason to he together
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a tree, right?
Wrong, says Bill's mom."Your teacher
will have everything," she promises.
"I'm off to kindergarten now," Bill
says. "And all I take is me!"
—"Silly School"(Frances Lincoln, ages
4-8) by Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick.
When each member of her family tries
to coax Beth out of hiding to get ready
for her first day of school, they talk up
all the fun things she'll do: paint, play,
listen to stories. But no one tells her
that her friends will be there. In the
end, that's what makes the difference.
—"Big Bad Wolves at School"(Simon
& Schuster, ages 4-8) by Stephen Krensky, illustrated by Brad Sneed.
Not everyone is cut out to be a student at the Big Bad Wolf Academy, especially not Rufus, who prefers to play in
the woods and howl at the moon. But
when the wolves are confronted by hunters,
it's not huffing, puffing or wearing an
old-lady getup that saves them, but a
good old-fashioned "Whh00000!"
—"Let's Go on a Class Trip" (Reader's Digest, ages 2-5) by Carol Monica.
This lift-the-flap book not only explores
the idea that learning can take place outside classroom walls, it gives preschoolers a sense of what they might see on
common class trip destinations, such as
a science museum or nature center.
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From Page 9
how they want their hair. But Vargas paying attention to what other kids think
says boys might drop the hint that they
is cool, Alford says. It's around the fifth
want to look like the stars of "The Suite grade that they adapt styles they think
Life With Zack and Cody" (Disney) or girls like, she adds, and fifth-grade girls
"The Naked Brothers Band" (Nick- these days like brothers Dylan and Cole
elodeon ). .
Sprouse on "Zack and Cody,- the Wolff
Alex Wolff, half of the "Naked Broth- brothers, and Zac Efron and Corbin Bleu
ers" duo, says the look just evolved over from "High School Musical."
time for him and his brother Nat.
Not one of them has short hair.
"I never take care of my hair ---- I
"I've got a couple of my son's friends
lust grow it.- he says in that nonchalant who are interracial like Corbin and they're
trying to grow that wild curly-hair look
q-year-old w ay.
He adds: "I don't like to get my hair like him." says Alford, the mother of a
,.ut. Girls like it long --- and it's good 10-year-old.
tor a rock 'n' roll career."
Vargas, however, doesn't think little
Tlw boys' mother. actress Polly Drap- boys will get into the moppish look.
er. confirms: "I've never seen them brush They like to have a part, or to have
their hair."
their hair brushed straight down, she
That no-fuss look has become their says.
signature. Draper says, and an expresIf you live near a military base, you'll
sion of their personality.
also see tighter haircuts, probably even
Parents are generally OK with these with some scalp exposure, Vargas says,
ween stars as role models and trend- and in the country's midsection you might
setter% because their TV shows are age- see some mullets.
appropriate and deal with issues that
The mohawk also is enjoying a bit
everyone in the family can relate to, says of a comeback, especially a version known
Holly Alford. an assistant professor at as the faux-hawk, which leaves a little
Virginia Commonwealth University's fash- hair on the rest of the head in addition
ion design and merchandising depart- to the center spike. And to the delight
ment
of mothers everywhere, there is still a
.p through kindergarten, mothers make
place for what Vargas calls the classic
:th,st of the decisions about their sons' "GO or J.Crew cut," which has shorter
appearance. hut by first grade. boys are sides and a little longer on the too.
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Penmanship takes back seat in elementary schools
By EILEEN PUTMAN
as learners, said Steve Graham, special
Associated Press Writer
education professor at Vanderbilt UniWASHINGTON (AP) — John Han- versity's Peabody College in Nashville,
cock wouldn't recognize the handwriting Tenn.
taught in many schools today. And his
Unfortunately, some who have trouloopy slanted script might as well be a ble with writing mechanics have probforeign language to 21st century stu- lems with other language arts skills.
dents.
"What we see with some young kids
Time and technology have largely done who struggle, they don't like writing a
away with traditional penmanship, leav- lot," Graham said.
ing schools with a challenge that mirThe goal is for handwriting mechanrors today's fast pace: how to teach a ics to become automatic so they don't
cursive style that's faster to write than get in the way of other skills.
older, ornate methods and easily readDepending on the school district, chilable.
dren may be taught handwriting methThe reality in many schools is that ods known as Zaner-Bloser, "Loops and
handwriting instruction has slid far down Groups" or D'Nealian — and that's only
the list of education priorities. Many a few. Another program called "Handteachers have all they can do to ready writing Without Tears" is getting a close
students for standardized tests and require- look around the country. Fifteen states
ments for core courses like math, sci- have recommended it for public schools,
ence and reading.
the company said, and the program is
"The printing and cursive are taking used by many homeschoolers. The commore of a back seat," said Barbara Willer, pany didn't provide sales figures.
deputy executive director of the NationIt's a method that might strike Hanal Association for the Education of Young cock, known for his flowery signature
Children.
on the Declaration of Independence, as
Why teach cursive at all when com- heresy.
puters and keyboards are so prevalent?
The cursive is vertical — no slantiFor one thing, younger children may ng. Gone are the fancy capital letters.
not have the skills to fully learn key- Writing paper has two lines, not three:
boarding, and not all classrooms have The traditional middle dotted line that
computers. Handwriting is how young disciplined wayward lower-case letters is
students express themselves and develop now a solid line, and there's no top line.

Murray Preschool/Head Start, Early Head Start
Fall Registration
Thursday, Aug. 9, 2007
Time: 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
First Floor Alexander Hall - MSU
(16th Street)
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One school system that switched is
Arlington County, Va., in the Washington suburbs, which adopted "Handwriting Without Tears" as standard,curriculum for the fall.
"It's not so flowery looking. It's easy
to read and the letters are easy to make,"
said Mary Zolman, English Language
Arts supervisor for Arlington's public
schools, which have more than 18,000
students.
"Handwriting Without Tears" was
developed by Jan Z. Olsen, a Cabin
John, Md., pediatric occupational therapist, to help her first-grade son's handwriting problems. She found traditional
cursive "way too curlicue" and slanted,
which she said is difficult for children
with "any sort of learning issue."
Like many school systems, Arlington
starts cursive in the second grade for
students who are developmentally ready.
In third grade, all students are taught
cursive,
But not all master it easily. In a recent
third-grade class at the county's Barcroft
Elementary School, some students using
the older cursive method labored over
letters. Their complaints: The capital S
"looks like a duck," the loopy lower
case K is "hardest to make" and the
dotted line between ledger lines is "in
my way." Teacher Donna Crocker gave
them catchy poems to copy to make the

lesson more interesting.
Writing progress in her class is so
varied that Crocker has students print,
rather than write in cursive, when they
produce written samples for evaluation
several times a year. "Teachers have to
be able to read it," she explained.
Crocker, who has taught for more than
two decades and has special education
certification, said she tries to devote 15
minutes to handwriting at the beginning
of most days, but test preparation and
other subjects take priority.
"In order of importance, this is way
down," she said.
But if cursive is down, it's certainly
not out.
On the essay section of the SAT,
required by most colleges for admission,
students writing in cursive averaged slightly higher scores than those who printed.
The College Board, which administers
the SAT, said the difference wasn't significant and couldn't be attributed to
handwriting, yet the result has intrigued
researchers.
In one study, college students who
took good lecture notes got higher scores
on essay tests. The best predictor of
quality notetaking was writing speed, said
researcher Stephen T. Peverly, professoi
of psychology and education at Columbia University's Teachers College in New
York.

Have A Great School Year!

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOUHEAD START
* Age 3 or 4 by Oct. I. 2007
*Qualify for income guidelines (4-year-olds must meet school district's free
meal guidelines; 3-year-olds must meet Federal Poverty Guidelines).
*Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
*Children who turn three during the 2007-2008 school year and meet disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
*Tuition Option May Be Available
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
*Pregnant Women
*Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to
*Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
Please Bring For Both Programs:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
'Proof-of-Income - 2006 tax returns (W2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SSI, MSU Grant/Scholarship information, etc...
*Social Security card of child
*Medical Card or Insurance Card
*Custody Documentation, if applicable
Locations of Program: MSU Alexander Hall, Willis Early Child Care Center,
and Ruby Simpson Child Development Center
For Information Call: 809-3262 or 809-5438

From

TAYLOR FAMILY DENTAL
Dr. Randy Taylor• Dr. Rich Von nahme
700 Whitnell Avenue • Murray • 753-9201
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2007-2008 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
Calloway County Middle
6th Grade
5 pocket folders with brads
One set colored pencils
2 boxes Kleenex
Pencils
Loose leaf binder 11/2" or Trapper
Keeper
Notebook for math journal (NOT Spiral Bound)
Glue Sticks (1 pkg. of 2)
Loose leaf paper
One set markers
Ink pens (black, blue, red)
2 highlighters
Index Cards
Small pencil sharpener
81/2 x I) notebooks for language arts
One floppy disk container

One box Kleenex
Ink pens (black. Blue)
One set markers
One 2" 3-ring binder for Social Studies (required)

7th Grade
I to 2 inch binder with 5 sections
Loose leaf paper (College or widerule)
One set colored pencils
Notebooks- 81/2 x II (each Class)
Pencils
Scientific Calculator (Recommendedfraction calculator)
Scissors
Math compass
Small writing journal (80 pages minimum)
One box Kleenex
2-4 High Density IBM computer disks
Ink Pens (black. blue)
Pocket folders (plastic)
Math Protractor
Ruler
Glue/glue stick
(;rade
Ruler
Glue sticks
Protractor
Scientific Calculator w/ fraction capabilities for Math & Science White loose
leaf paper I NO spiral bound paper for
Pencils
any class)
One binder with 10 folders
One set colored pencils

East Elementary
Please label all items with your child's
name.
Kindergarten
I pkg. of 8 or more pencils
2 boxes of crayons at least 24 count
I pkg. fat washable markers
1 spiral notebook
4 pocket folders (no brads in the center)
4 large Elmer glue sticks
I box facial tissues
I backpack - clear or mesh - no
wheels
With list: extra box facial tissues

I spiral bound index card set
1 box facial tissues
I backpack - clear or mesh - no
wheels (no duffel bags)
No trapper keepers or large binders,
they take up too much desk space.
Wish list: Please consider donating
one of the following to the class for
special projects:
Set of play dough
box of Ziploc bags (large or small)
paper lunch sacks (white)
cotton balls
extra facial tissues
paper plates

3rd Grade
6 pkg. of 10 No. 2 pencils
I large pink eraser and 1 pkg. pencil top erasers
1 box of 24 crayons
I zippered pencil pouch
2 pkg. of loose-leaf paper
6 plain pocket folders (no brads in
the center)
1st Grade
1 large clear glue stick
4 pecks regular No. 2 lead pencils
1 pair scissors
2 pkgs. of pencil top erasers
2 boxes of facial tissues
1 pkg. colored pencils
I backpack - clear or mesh; no wheels
2 boxes of 24 crayons
No trapper keepers or large binders,
1 pkg. of 8 washable markers
6 plain folders in red, yellow, green, they take up too much desk space.
Wish List:
blue, orange and purple (no brad, no
extra facial tissues
character folders)
Ziploc bags (any size)
4 white glue sticks (no colored glue)
I pair of child's fiskar scissors
4th Grade
2 box facial tissues
40 No. 2 pencils (no mechanical pen1 backpack - clear or mesh: no wheels
2 boxes of Zaploc freezer bags (1 gal- cils)
10 pencil top erasers
lon size. I quart size)
I box of crayons, markers or colored
No trapper keepers or large binders,
pencils
they take up too much desk space.
3-ring binder (2 inch or larger) No
Trapper Keeper
•
lad Grade
4 pkg. of loose leaf paper
4 packs of pencils (No. 2)
1 pkg. of 8 subject dividers for your
4 large block erasers
2 boxes of crayons (24 count or less) hinder
I pocket folder (with tabs/brads in
I zippered pencil pouch
4 pkgs. of wide ruled loose leaf paper the center)
I steno pad
4 handwriting tablets
1 composition book
4 plain pocket folders (no center brads)
I pair of scissors
4 large glue sticks
2 glue sticks
1 pair Fiskar scissors

Service Primary Eyecare Provider

$39.00

▪ Trophiget A

1st & 2nd
2 plastic pocket folders
1 pair pointed scissors
2 glue sticks
continued on next page

COUPON
20% OFF
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'10% OFF
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Wear Headquarters For Murray Tigers Calloway Lakers & Murray State'
riltr+ektir
Individuals • Businesses • Teams • Groups
wily

'Your Sprit

$18900
$18900
$269 00

2r
• $
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
12th St. • Murray •(270) 759-2500

K4 & KS
Lunch box (for snacks)
Set of water colors
I pkg. construction paper
Box of Kleenex
Pencil box
2 glue sticks
I pair blunt-edge scissors
I pkg. Drawing paper
2 pocket folders
I change of clothes
I can play dough
Extended-Care Students: Sleeping bag
for nap time

•Embroidory
•SOCC Of Specialty
•Athletic Foohvoor& Apporibi
•Tipom Uniforms

.7

*King James Bible (Old & New Testaments) is required for all classes.

FOR ALL YOUR SPORTS NEEDS

Frame & Lens Ono Low Price

;nc;1143 Vision
Ltned Bifocal .
No Line Bifocal

Eastwood Christian

•Sereen Prinfing

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SALE!
Routine Eye Exam

5th Grade
6 two-pocket folders with center brads
Loose-leaf notebook paper (wide ruled)
24 No. 2 pencils (no mechanical pencils)
I pkg. pencil top erasers
2 red pens (no gel pens)
I box of crayons or colored pencils
1 pair of scissors
2 glue sticks
Dry erase markers
2 - 1 subject spiral note-books wideruled
2 box facial tissues (preferably the
pop-up type)
1 backpack - clear or mesh; no wheels;
no Trapper Keeper or large binders
Wish list:
extra red pens
extra colored pencils
extra notebook paper (wide ruled)

One

ecare Specialties
f tiii

I plastic school box (5x8)
I large box of facial tissues
I backpack - clear or mesh; no wheels

f

270-753-8844
1203 8 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY
www.tcsportz.com

tiArat

4, 3014-7596
°04k•
4
11. 4
1/%
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2007-2008 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS (cont.)

1 bottle school glue
Pencil box (no longer than 8x8
I pkg. white copy paper
1 pkg. assorted construction paper
Spiral Assignment book - 8 1/2 X 11
Change of clothes
2 pkgs. No. 2 pencils with erasers
2 pkg. Loose-leaf paper (wide ruled)
1 box crayons
12-in/cm ruler
Lunch box
Small dictionary
1 set water colors
2 boxes Kleenex
I pkg. clear plastic sheets
Backpack
3rd & 4th
Crayons / colored pencils
Markers
Scissors
Book satchel and lunch box
Dictionary
1 pkg. loose-leaf paper (wide-ruled)
Notebook for loose-leaf paper
12-in/cm ruler
Assignment book
2 pocket folders with brads
1 pkg. white copy paper
1 pkg. assorted construction paper
Pencil box and glue stick or lube
2 boxes Kleenex
Pencils
2 red ink pens
2 highlight ers
5th & 6th
1 pkg. loose-leaf paper (wide-ruled
no spiral or tear out)
3x5 note cards (ruled)
Dictionary
Glue stick or tube
Coloring pencils
2 red ink ball-point pens
2 black ink pens
1 pkg. white copy paper
12-in/cm ruler
1 pkg. assorted construction paper
1 box Kleenex
Assignment book
Clear protractor and compass
Scissors

1 pkg. graph paper
Pencils
3-ring binder

black [-shirt and tennis shoes

Murray Elementary

7th & Sth
Pencils
Kindergarten
Scissors
Please note that another supply list
Glue
will be sent home for the spring semes2 pkg. loose-leaf paper (no spiral or ter as these supplies often need replentear out)
ishing.
Notebook for loose-leaf paper
1 container baby wipes
2 black and red ink pens
1 container Wet Ones antibacterial
12-in/cm ruler
hands and face wipes (in containers-no
Assignment book
refills or individually wrapped singles)
1 pkg. pocket folders-5 w/prongs
2 boxes Ziploc bags with slide locks
Dictionary
(1 gallon size, I quart size)
Clear protractor and compass
1 box Kleenex
Coloring pencils
I box 8 Large Primary Color Cray3x5 note cards (ruled)
ola Crayons
1 pkg. construction paper
2 boxes 24 regular size Crayola Crayons
1 pkg. typing and graph paper
I box 8 Large Classic Colors CrayA box of Kleenex
ola Washable Markers
1 bottle of Germ-X
I pair Fiskars Safety Scissors
2 Mead notebooks
2 pkgs. Regular size No. 2 pencils
1 pkg. clear sheet protectors
I pkg. Eraser tops
3-ring binder
4 'No-pocket folders (with bottom
pockets)
9th - 12th
2 - 4 oz. bottle Elmer's White School
Pens - red & black
Glue (no gel)
Regular No. 2 pencils
1 pkg.(2)Elmer's Glue Sticks(no color)
3x5 note cards (ruled)
Folding plastic Kinder resting mat
Dictionary
School box (no larger than 5x8) no
Loose-leaf paper (no spiral or tear zippers
out)
2 Spiral notebooks(wide-ruled, non perColored pencils
forated)
12-in/ cm ruler & calculator
Roll of paper towels
Clear protractor & compass
I backpack (large enough for foldersAssignment pad
no wheels)
1 pkg. clear sheet protectors
PE- P1 Need athletic shoes to wear
2 Mead notebooks
on days class is scheduled for Physical
3-ring notebook
Education
1 pkg. pocket folders-5w / prongs
Library- PI-P4 pencil
1 pkg. graph and white copy paper
Art- 24 pack of crayons
Glue stick or tube
Please print your child's name on the
I box of Kleenex
following items: Scissors, folders, rest
mats, school box, notebooks, backpack
P.E. Uniforms Requirements(Grades
4th-12th only)
First Grade
BOYS: red jogging pants or red knee
2 Boxes of tissue
shorts, tennis shoes and white T-shirt
1 Box of gallon-sized plastic bags
GIRLS: red knee shorts (must come
1 Box of sandwich-sized plastic bags
BELOW the knee and have fullness).
2 Bottles of glue

24 No. 2 Pencils
2 Packs of washable markers
2 Packs of crayons
1 Pair of Fiskars scissors
1 School box
1 Package of cap erasers
2 Wide-ruled, spiral-bound notebooks
3 Two-pocket folders
1 24 pack of crayons (art)
PE- Need athletic shoes to wear on
days class is scheduled for Physical Education
Art- Crayons
Library- pencil
Second Grade
1 Box of 24 Crayons (No larger)
10 No. 2 Lead Pencils
5 Red ink pens
1 Box of large Ziploc bags
1 Box of small Ziploc bags
1 Pair of Children's Fiskar scissors
1 Elmer's white school glue (no glue
sticks)
3 Medium spiral notebooks (8 1/2 X
11) wide-ruled
2 Packages of Wide-ruled loose leaf
paper
5 Pocket Folders, pockets on the bottom, not on the side
1 Large cloth pencil pouch (no school
boxes)
I Package of pencil cap erasers
1 Box of washable markers
1 Steno pad for joumaling
1 Box of Kleenex (large)
I Roll of paper towels
1 Box of Wet Wipes (anti-bacterial)
No Trapper Keepers
Arts and Humanities supplies
Colored Pencils (Art)
Extra pencil and eraser (Music)
Extra pocket folder (PE)
Extra pencil (Library)
Third Grade
1 12-inch ruler
2 boxes of 24 crayons
10 lead pencils
2 pkg. cap erasers
continued on next page

Elle's Dance Studio
POINTE,JAZZ AND LYRICAL DANCE - AGES 3 & UP

REGISTRATION

Xeev LAvA Giuisilan .ZooAsiore
so&
Main

Court Square

753-1622

Monday, August 6
Tuesday, August 7
Thursday, August 9
3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
903 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 492-8376 • Cell 227-32f,I)
Elie Arant — Director/Owner
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2007-2008 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS (cont.)

2 college rule composition books
ical pencils with extra lead
*1 container of Clorox disinfecting
I pkg. pencil cap erasers
wipes
3 boxes of tissues
I paperback dictionary (Webster's New
I pkg. highlighters
suggested)
World
1 box of crayons
I paperback thesaurus (dictionary/theI box of colored pencils
saurus combos are not as useful)
I box of markers
* denotes items that will be turned
1 pencil pouch
to the student's homeroom teacher
in
I Merriam-Webster paperback dictiononly I of the 3 highlighters will
(note:
ary
in)
turned
be
us
thesaur
bottom)
I Merriam-Webster paperback
cards
I large cloth pencil pouch (No school
index
lined
5"
x
300 3"
8th Grade
boxes)
Optional Items
Markers
NO ADHESIVE BOOK COVERS OR
e
I box of Washabl
rk
Bookma
1
5th Grade
NOTEBOOKS
SPIRAL
2 boxes of Kleenex
Shelf
1 24-inch Locker
I 3-ring binder (Trapper Keepers are
1 3-ring binder (1 1/2" or 2") OR
2 boxes of tt colored pencils t I for
ic calculator
scientif
I
OKi
Five Star 3-ring Zipper binder
art. I for classroom)
I index card file box
h folders with pocl(ets and holes for
6 Two pocket/three prong folders with
I pkg. of Antibacterial Wipes
disks
I flash drive OR floppy
binders
for binder
Markers
holes
I pkg. of Expo
I pkg. Expo markers (chisel tip &
I large box of tissues
of tissues
boxes
2
••No hinders or Trapper Keepers of
I bottle ofliquid hand sanuizer (Purell low odor)
4 book covers or grocery sacks to
kind"
cover textbooks
•'Please label your child's school sup- brand)
7th Grade
5 ink pens (NO NEON Colors)
4 Packs of pencils (No. 2 or mechanS.
plies••
COVER
NO ADHESIVE BOOK
scissors
of
pair
I
on
wear
to
shoe,
athletic
ical)
PE: Need
SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS OR PERMAI box colored pencils.
I Pkg blue or black pens
di s class is scheduled tor Physical Edu
NENT/SHARPIE MARKERS!!
stick.
glue
I
10 pack of red pens
1
OR
cation
1 3-ring binder tat least 2 inches)
I large package of# 2 pencils No
colored pencils
Pkg.
I
Art: \Luker.
binder
3-ring
Star
Five
mechanical pencils
tion journals (non-spiral)
Composi
3
tusk.: Paper. pencil/eraser
inch1/2
I
2 3-ring binders (at least
loose-leafpaper
led
wide-ru
pkgs.
2-3
IBM formatted floppy disks
HD
3.5
I
: pencil
I
for LA/Writing)
I package subject dividers (at least es for Math
drive
zip
and/or
large
for
holes
with
3 pocket folders
6)
1 4 pack Expo markers (chisel tip,
Murray Middle
(2 in.) binder
I box washable markers
large)
tab)
(5
dividers
subject
pkg.
2
I 4 pack of Expo Markers (large.
2 pkgs. Post-it notes
4th l;rade
I pencil pouch
tip)
thick
at
school
at
2
ikeep
I pencil pouch (if not included in
5 No 2 Pencils
folders-preferably
prong
3
pocket/
2
2
I pencil pouch
binder)
your
All times), Ni) mechanical pencils please
)
durable
I ruler (metric & English measure- plastic (more
4 pkgs. loose-leaf notebook paper(wide
1 package of markers
flash pen drive-minimum 256
USB
I
,
or college ruled)
I package of wide-rule loose kit ments,
d
I package 13 X 5) lined index cards MB preferre
I pkg. Crayola markers for Art
paper
tissues
of
box
*I
journal
spiral
non
I
k.
noteboo
le
wide-ru
1 pkg. subject dividers
5 single subject
I pkg. of pencils (No. 2 wooden or
I Pkg. Crayola thin lint markers (for
I box of tissue
mechanical)
North Elementary
I package of colored pencils I lb 32) Arti
*1 pkg. of colored pencils (16-24
tennis balls
used
any
send
Please
••
h 2-pocket folders
count)
for students chairs
The North SBDM Council has deterI scissor
*3 yellow highlighters
to carry
I bottle of glue
paper for the year (sug- mined that students who choose
leaf
Loose
3
6th Grade
ks must select bags
backpac
or
s
bookbag
I small pack of index cards
gested 3 pkgs.)
Required items
or packs made of see-through plastic or
Optional Supplies to donate to the
*2 pkgs. Post-It notes
binders
-inch
1
2
mesh. NO WHEELS!
classroom:
covers)
e
adhesiv
(no
covers
3 Book
I pkg binder dividers
Please put child's name on all supWide masking tape
-fine
•1 pkg. Sharpie black markers
5 pkgs. loose-leaf notebook paper
plies.
Expo brand dry erase markers ilargehave
not
should
ts
(studen
Art
for
tip
10 plastic 2 pocket folders (*must
I box of tissue
permanent markers in their pencil pouchprongs•1
have
(I6-12)
pencils
colored
of
I package
es)
I pkg. Sharpie markers
continued on next page
Icct folders
h
• I pkg. 5x7 lined index cards
4) No. 2 pencils (or I pack of mechanscissor

I Pair of Fiskar scissors
I Elmer's White School tilue
I large glue stick
I composition notebook (Bound, NOT
SPIRAL)
4 medium spiral notebooks (8 1/2 X
) wide rule
2 Pkg of wide rule loose leaf paper
6 2 pocket folders (pockets at the

I bottle of glue
I small pack of index cards
Optional Supplies to donate to the
classroom:
Wide Masking Tape
Expo brand dry-erase markers (largechisel)
Roll of paper towels
Permanent Sharpie markers
Pencils
Germ-X
Clorox wipes

GET TAN DEFORE SCHOOL SIAM'S!
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ng & Mini Storage

Shapla - Owner
Shapla

ftc93 Osborne
Stylats

812 C"SeifiaxGth

753-3333

Open:
Mon.-Sat.

715 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
•
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2007-2008 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS (cont.)
Kindergarten
4 large pencils
1 box crayons (8 ct)
I backpack (No wheels)
1 pocket folder
1 plastic school box (Cigar box size)
1 pair of safety scissors (Blunt point)
I nap mat
4 glue sticks
1 Play-Doh
1 watercolor paintset
1 box facial tissue, wet wipes
First Grade
20 regular pencils (No mechanical)
6 first grade tablets
4 pocket folders
1 backpack (Mesh or Clear without
wheels)
I box crayons (No larger than 64
count)
10 glue sticks
1 pair of safety scissors (Blunt point)
1 plastic school box (Cigar box size)
4 block rubber erasers
1 box facial tissue
**No markers, Trapper Keeper, or
binders*
Second Grade
20 Pencils
1 box crayons (24 ct only)
4 block rubber erasers
4 Third Grade Writing Tablets
I plastic school box (Cigar box size)
4 boxes facial tissue
1 pair scissors (Sharp point)
4 glue sticks
No Trapper Keepers or binders
1 black white composition notebook
Third Grade
4 pocket folders
20 pencils (No mechanical)
4 loose-leaf wide-ruled paper
Crayons (24 count)
Colored pencils
1 clear backpack (without wheels)
1 Elmer's yype bottle glue (2 or 4
OZ.)

1 pair scissors (Sharp point+
hoses facial tissue

&CICP 1C11

1 1-inch loose leaf binder (No Trapper Keepers)
I roll Scotch tape
1 zippered pencil holder (no school
box)
Fourth Grade
No Trapper Keepers
Loose-leaf paper
Colored pencils or crayons
5 pocket folders
50 pencil top erasers
2 boxes facial tissue
1 glue stick
1 zippered pencil holder
1 150-page spiral notebook
Please put names on items
Individual teachers will request additional items
Fifth Grade
Loose-leaf, wide-ruled paper
3 70 page composition journal (No
spiral)
1 3-ring binder (2 - 2 1/2 in)
5 pencils (Non Mechanical)
6 3-hole pocket folders (to fit in
binder)
4 plain pocket folders (without brads)
1 pencil pouch to fit in binder
1 pair scissors (Sharp point)
Gel type glue (4 or. size)
Crayons or markers
2 boxes facial tissue
3 glue sticks
1 plain pocket folder for music
1 plain pocket folder for art

Southwest Elementary
Kindergarten
1 book bag
1 package Crayola "Twistables(crayons)
I Package of 24 Crayons
12 glue sticks
I pair Fiskars blunt scissors
1 box of Kleenex
1 REFILL pack of Baby Wipes (any
brand)
1 set of water color paints
1 package washable marker
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The Golden Rule Is Our Polic-vt
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Super Sale
on

Special Racks

p

NEW ITEMS DAILY!
Upscale Consignment Boutique For The I Wire Family

in

youes, mint, 411

507 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-0003
•

C"—T1

PLEASE REMEMBER FOR ALL
GRADE LEVELS: No pull-along book
bags
Art Wish List
Kindergarten: extra box of crayons
1st grade: extra bottle of white glue
2nd grade extra box of colored pencils
3rd grade: extra box of markers
4th grade: extra box of skinny markers
5th grade: extra pair of scissors
Please label these "ART."

0Selected Tags!!

• Brakes • Tune-Ups • Oil Changes
• Minor & Major Repairs • A/C Service
p fn.. Sal

2 boxes Kleenex or tissue
Washable makers
2 100 ct. lined 3 x 5 notecards
Wish List
Magnetic tape and dry erase markers
Fourth Grade
3 packages of loose-leaf notebook
paper
3 packages of graph paper
1 three-ring binder (2-3 inches)
1 package of dry-erase markers
Crayons (at least 48-count) OR Colored Pencils
2 glue sticks
Fiskar scissors
6 - plain pocket folders for 3-ring
binder
Pencils (No.2)
2 spiral notebooks
I Box of Kleenex
2 3x5 note cards (100 ct lined)
Fifth Grade
Ruler
Crayons
Markers
Pencils
Colored pencils
2 - large glue sticks
Roll of Scotch tape
Scissors
6 - folders with tabs
1 - 3 ring binder
4 packages of loose-leaf notebook
paper
2 boxes of Kleenex
Graph paper
3 spiral notebooks
2 large pink erasers

Tor All Your Rack-to-Scho Weeds!

SHE
MIN
'S
QUALITY SERVICE S LURE, INC.
Hours: M_ F8 a m _5

4-pocket folder (plain colors)
Wish List
Yellow sticky tac
Colored craft sticks
I box brads (brass fasteners)
Paper plates
1 package colored pencils
First Grade
NO TRAPPER KEEPERS
I book bag
1 24-pack crayons (Twistables preferred)
24 No. 2 pencils
6 glue sticks
I pair Fiskars blunt scissors
1 package washable markers
3 2nd Grade writing tablets
2 two-pocket folders (blue & orange)
2 boxes of Kleenex
Wish List
Blue or white sticky tac
Dry Erase Markers
Second Grade
2 wide ruled spiral notebook
6 No. 2 pencils (can buy at school)
1 24-pack crayons
2 all-purpose glue sticks
I pack washable markets
1 pair scissors
3 pocket folders — (yellow, blue,
green)
1 pencil box (approx. 8" x 5")
1 tissue/Kleenex Box
2 big pink erasers
4 dry erase markers
3 pkgs. wide ruled notebook paper
NO TRAPPER KEEPERS OR NOTEBOOKS.
Wish List
Blue or white sticky tac
Dry Erase Markers
Paper Plates
Third Grade
3 packs wide ruled notebook paper
2 large packs of pencils
2 plain pocket folders
2 spiral notebooks
Crayons
Fiskar Scissors
Ruler
Glue: lifab'n Stick or Glue Stick
Big erasers

Downtown Murray
•

est. 1975
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Thursday, July 26, 2007

back to school
Welcome Back
Students!
.411.1111
IMOINEDOMMI11111111111111•11105

A

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

Primary OP
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Famitv Practice

In

Medicine

Pediatrics 06--Gyn

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET, MURRAY • 270.759.9200
WWW.PRIMARYCAREMEDCENTER.COM
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